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Estimating a subject’s point of gaze is known as gaze estimation or eye-tracking and is used in many domains including as an indicator of cognitive, psychiatric and neurological states of individuals. The most accurate remote Point of Gaze (PoG) estimation methods that allow the highest amount of free head movements use infrared (IR) light sources and IR cameras. This type of IR hardware has already arrived on flag-ship smartphones to enable facial identification algorithms but is not yet accessible to developers. If manufactures granted access to this hardware on future commercial smartphones, it has the potential to enable low-cost, robust, and accurate infrared mobile eye-tracking. However, desktop eye-tracking methods assume, both implicitly and explicitly, that the system is stationary. This assumption is not valid for hand-held mobile-device-based eye-trackers, and this thesis aims to address the new sources of error associated with the free movement of the device for mobile eye-tracking. First, current gaze estimation models assume that the relative roll between the system and the subjects’ eyes (the ‘R-Roll’) is roughly constant. We developed a new method to determine the PoG which compensates for the effects of R-Roll on the accuracy of the PoG. Then to accurately determine input parameters of the model (pupil center and corneal reflections) in eye images that exhibit large variability due to free device motion, we use an efficient hierarchy of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) with a novel center-of-mass output layer. Finally, we combined these innovations in a complete end-to-end hand-held eye-tracking system using an industrial prototype smartphone with integrated infrared illumination and infrared camera. Experimental results using this system show that across 8 unsupervised subjects looking at 20mm square targets (with the device free to move) 96% of all gaze estimates were within the intended targets with an average bias of 0.72°. Our hybrid approach of a 3D gaze estimation model with a CNN feature extractor achieved a gaze bias that is significantly (400%) better than mobile systems in prior approaches during a higher degree of device motion than was reported in any prior work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The capability to estimate where a subject is looking is known as gaze estimation or eye-tracking. This capability enhances applications in a wide array of domains, including the measurement of advertising efficacy [7, 8], instrumentation of the reading process [9, 10, 11], automotive safety [12, 13, 14], pilot training [15, 16, 17], and providing accessibility interfaces [18, 19, 20, 21]. Eye tracking can also generate indicators of cognitive, psychiatric, and neurological states of individuals. In particular, four of the five most common mental health disorders (measured in disability-adjusted life years lost [22]) have seen promising eye-tracking severity assessment or diagnosis capability demonstrated in the past two decades. These include depression [23], schizophrenia [24, 25], bipolar affective disorder [26, 27], and Alzheimer’s disease [28]. Eye tracking also enhances the evaluation of much less common mood, attention, perception, and learning disorders, such as autism [29, 30, 31], anxiety [32], post-traumatic stress disorder [33], dyslexia [34], and anorexia [35, 36]. Globally, in any given year, approximately 30% of the population is affected by some form of mental health issue, yet only one-third of those affected receive the care they need [37, 38]. This is in part due to the lack of sufficient access to expert human clinicians. One aspect of clinical interaction is the diagnosis and tracking of mental health states. Eye-tracking based measurement could lead to objective measures of mental health states and can be used by clinicians to improve clinical care of patients with psychiatric disorders. If it were possible to deploy eye-tracking technology at low cost on a widely available consumer device, then such technology may become an essential component of the future of mental health services.

The above work provided compelling data that suggest that specialized and expensive stationary eye-tracking systems can be used to support clinical diagnosis. These systems place the camera(s) and light sources statically in the environment and have the subject sit in front of them. These work well for research purposes, or in high-end clinical settings, but have limited applicability for at-home consumer-based measurement because they are costly and requires the purchase of specialized software and new hardware. This motivates the main goal of this research which is bringing high-quality eye-tracking technology into the modern smartphone, which is the most widely accessible and deployed personal computing platform [39] in history. The purpose of this research is to develop an eye-tracking system for hand-held mobile devices, such as smartphones, with results that approach high-performance stationary eye trackers. Currently, the most accurate video-based stationary eye-tracking produce estimation bias of under 0.5° [40]. These systems use methods that rely on artificial illumination of the eyes with infrared (IR) light sources and capture images of the eyes with IR camera sensors [40]. This hardware is not
yet standard in commercial smartphones, and so all of the prior work on mobile eye-tracking has used techniques which rely only on natural light illumination and cameras [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. These systems have reported a gaze bias no better than 3°, even in favorable operating conditions. One reason for this large bias is the inability of use infrared light to illuminate the face and infrared cameras to capture images of the face. Smartphones may not always face this limitation as IR cameras, and IR light sources have begun to appear in some commercial smartphones [49, 50] to enhance face tracking and authentication systems. Apple, as part of its augmented reality framework (ARKit [51]) has even now introduced calibration-free gaze estimation as an API for iPhoneX. While the vendors of these phones do not yet make the IR components available to third party software developers, the devices are otherwise almost ready to enable IR-illuminated based eye tracking.

For this reason, this thesis explores the performance and viability of more accurate IR-based eye tracking in the mobile form factor.

Even with IR illumination and cameras, there are several significant challenges associated with the development of accurate hand-held eye tracking. First, the most critical difference between stationary and hand-held eye-tracking systems is that a hand-held smartphone moves significantly relative to the user during operation. It is this significant relative motion between the system and the user which presents new challenges for hand-held eye-tracking systems. Secondly, smartphones are considerably more energy-constrained, and this limits the total amount of sustained IR illumination power that would be acceptable during eye-tracking sessions. Low IR illumination reduces the quality of eye-regions images and increases the difficulty of the front-end image processing that locates eye features. Finally, smartphones have much smaller displays than typical stationary eye-tracking systems, which make high accuracy eye-tracking critical to distinguish between a sufficient number of regions on display to enable useful eye-tracking applications.

1.1 Contributions

Video-based eye-tracking systems contain two primary stages; front-end feature extraction, and back-end gaze estimation. The front-end feature extractor identifies and locates specific features of a subject’s face and eyes from images of the subject’s head. The back-end gaze estimation stage uses the feature locations to compute a point-of-gaze (PoG). The goal and key contributions of this thesis are a) the creation of an end-to-end smartphone-based IR eye-tracking system that is as accurate as a state-of-the-art stationary system, and b) the solutions to issues related to the significant relative motion between the device and the subject’s head.

1.1.1 Back-End Eye Tracking Model

The back-end eye tracking model estimates the PoG from input eye feature locations. In this thesis we extended an existing model that is insensitive to pitch and yaw head-movements [40], to account for head roll (a specific kind of motion that is likely to occur only in the mobile/hand-held context). The original model [40] assumes that the orientation and the position of the system (which is the camera, the light sources, and the display) does not change during use. This model measures some parameters in a fixed world coordinate system (WCS). In a hand-held mobile eye-tracking system, which is free to move, the model should not estimate these parameters in the WCS. One core contribution of this work
was to identify and address these mobility concerns in the development of the back-end gaze estimation model.

1.1.2 Front-End Feature Extractor

The back-end gaze estimation system requires accurate locations of the input eye features to produce accurate results. These locations must be estimated with sub-pixel accuracy to achieve the gaze estimation accuracy of high-end stationary eye-tracking systems. This level of precision is more difficult to achieve with a hand-held mobile device, as the appearance of the face and eyes can change quite dramatically with significant changes in position and orientation of the device relative to the head. This increased variability of input images, together with the limited IR illumination capacity of the illumination sources in the smartphone and comparatively small front-facing camera sensor of a smartphone, make the process of locating eye features robustly and accurately more difficult than in stationary eye-tracking systems. In this work, we explore both traditional rule-based computer-vision methods and machine learning techniques to estimate eye feature locations. We present new efficient, and robust (in the mobile context) approaches.

1.1.3 End-to-End Complete System

We combined the previous two contributions into a complete end-to-end eye-tracking system which runs on an industrial prototype infrared smartphone from Huawei [52] and compare it with prior researchers’ work [46, 47, 48]. The complete system achieves both accuracy and robustness in a mobile environment, producing a gaze estimation bias of $0.72^\circ$. Our system maintains this gaze bias during large relative movements between the device and the subject. Described another way, when subjects looked at 20 mm square grids on the display of the smartphone, 96% of all gaze estimates fell within the intended grid-square. These results occurred during 30 individual unsupervised eye-tracking sessions where the user was free to move the smartphone as she/he wished.

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background information on previous eye-tracking approaches, including front-end feature extraction techniques and the mobile eye trackers that use them. Chapter 3 gives a top-level overview of the complete mobile eye-tracking system, both the physical system and the required software. Chapter 4 describes the new back-end model that accounts for the roll of a system relative to the user. Chapter 5 describes the front-end feature extraction algorithms - both the rule-based method and the machine learning-based methods. Chapter 6 presents the end-to-end mobile eye-tracking system and a detailed comparison to existing mobile eye trackers. Finally, Chapter 7 offers the direction of future work and conclusions.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

Eye-tracking systems differ across several axes. One such axis, discussed in Chapter 1, separates approaches based on how the eye image is illuminated, with either natural light or artificial infrared illumination. Another axis concerns the physical attachment of the eye-tracking system to the subject: some eye-tracking systems monitor eye-movements remotely (remote non-contact) and some are attached to a subject’s head (head-mounted). Head-mounted gaze estimation systems have existed in many forms for more than 50 years [53, 54, 55] and this modality is still commonly used in research [56, 57, 58, 59]. The performance of head-mounted systems benefit from proximity to the eyes (resulting in high resolution images of the eye), and minimization of relative motion between the system and the subject’s eyes (captured eye images by the camera(s) do not change dramatically).

By contrast, remote non-contact systems which remain stationary with respect to the environment have to capture eye-images when subjects are free to move their heads (i.e., the captured eye-images have lower resolution) and the appearance of the eye-images shows more variability as the orientation and distance of the camera to the subject’s face change.

A hand-held smartphone eye tracker is a remote non-contact gaze estimation system that has the additional issue that the system itself is not stationary with respect to the environment. Even so, remote non-contact eye-tracking methods are the closest relevant prior work, and in this chapter remote eye-tracking systems will be reviewed in depth. This chapter provides an overview of remote gaze estimation methods, the feature extraction techniques which support them, and the mobile eye-tracking systems that employ them.

2.1 Remote Non-Contact Gaze Estimation Methods

Figure 2.1 illustrates a schematic of a human eye, including the visual axis of an eye, which is the vector that connects the nodal point of the eye’s optical system and the most sensitive part of the retina, the fovea. The point-of-gaze of a subject is the intersection of the visual axis vector of the subject’s eye with the scene of interest [40]. Often, the scene of interest is a computer screen, or in the case of this research, a mobile phone display.

General overviews of the methods developed for point-of-gaze estimation are found in [60, 61, 62, 63]. Also, a detailed history of remote non-contact gaze estimation models can be found in [4]. Here we present a brief history of the progression of these approaches along with their theoretical limitations.
This review will be used to highlight the limitations of current mobile eye-tracking systems later in this chapter. As described above, we divide remote gaze-estimation methods into two categories: those methods which use natural light for face illumination and those that use artificial infrared illumination.

2.1.1 Natural Light Remote Non-Contact Gaze Estimation Techniques

Natural light remote non-contact gaze estimation methods are the most common techniques currently used in mobile eye-tracking because they require only ambient lighting and a standard RGB visible light camera. The front-facing ‘selfie’ camera of nearly all smartphones use this type of sensor. Three popular visible light gaze estimation methods used in mobile eye trackers are limbus back projection \[64\], pupil/iris centres with head pose \[65\], and appearance-based methods \[66\].

Limbus Back-Projection

The circular boundary between the iris and sclera (the boundary between the colored and white parts of the eye) is called the limbus. When the limbus is imaged by the camera’s optics it appears as an ellipse when projected on the physical camera sensor. The eccentricity of this ellipse increases as the deviation between the optical axis of the eye and the optical axis of the camera increases. One can use the ellipse and back-projection techniques to estimate the relative orientation of the eye and the camera \[67\]. Some eye trackers directly map the eccentricity of this ellipse with known gaze locations on the display and then estimate the PoG with a simple interpolation process \[42\]. This only works when there is no relative motion between the subject’s head and the eye-tracking system. The deviation between the optical axis of the eye and the camera changes during relative motion, even when the subject is gazing at the same physical location. The position of the eye in space should also be estimated to account for this relative motion. As the physical size of a subject’s iris is constant, the position and size of the ellipse that describes the limbus in the image can be used to do this. Changes in the limbus ellipse major axis length are due to changes in distance between the eye and the camera. A calibration procedure in which a subject is asked to gaze at two or more targets can estimate the physical width of the iris. With both
the optical axis of the eye estimated from limbus eccentricity and distance estimated from limbus size, several studies [64, 68, 18] demonstrate gaze estimation with approximately 1° RMS estimation error.

Measuring the limbus boundary accurately and robustly can be challenging, as a subject’s eyelid or eye socket often cause occlusion. Improving this method requires increasing the accuracy of the detected ellipse parameters under these types of conditions. Due to the sensitivity of the method to errors associated with fitting an ellipse to points on the limbus, in practice, this technique requires high resolution, high-quality imaging of a subject’s eye region. Recent efforts to implement limbus back projection on lower quality, standard webcams [69] resulted in significantly higher mean estimation errors of over 2°. Another particularly challenging scenario occurs when the subjects optical axis is close to parallel with respect to the cameras optical axis (i.e., the eccentricity of the limbus is small). In this scenario, noise in the estimation of the limbus boundary will have a significant impact on the fitted ellipse parameters.

A mobile eye-tracker will suffer from both of these issues. First, the optical axis of the front-facing camera is close to the normal to the center of the display so when subjects look directly at the display the limbus will appear with low eccentricity on the image sensor of the front-facing camera. Secondly, the physical size constraints of pixels in the front-facing camera of the smartphone result in noisier eye images on smartphones. For these reasons, we would expect poor gaze estimation performance of this technique on mobile devices.

**Pupil/Iris Centre Estimation and Head Pose**

In the method that uses estimation of the pupil/iris centers and head pose to calculate the point of gaze, the position and orientation of the eye are estimated, and then the optical axis is reconstructed. The optical axis is then intersected with the display to generate a PoG. The position of the eye is estimated by using the geometric relationship between facial features produced by a head tracker. Then the orientation of the eye is estimated based on the direction of a vector that connects the center of the pupil (or iris) with the center of eye-rotation. Before using the system, this method requires a calibration procedure [70] to measure the subject-specific radius of both the iris and eyeball. Systems that use this general gaze estimation method include a single camera [65, 71, 72], multiple cameras [73, 70], and even depth cameras [74] configurations (such as the Microsoft Kinect).

Single-camera configurations have historically had more trouble accurately locating the position of the eye due to lack of depth information (this is improving with new deep learning-based depth estimation [75]). Due to this limitation, single-camera configurations have been less accurate than other configurations. A single-camera configuration presented in [65] produced a gaze estimation accuracy of only 4-5°. A system using lower resolution eye regions of just 30x15 pixels achieved just 6° gaze estimation accuracy [71].

The work reported in [71] did not use a calibration procedure to estimated subject-specific eye parameters. Instead, it continuously estimated eye-parameters during operation purely from the eye and facial features without labeled PoG targets. The estimation error of [71] was high, but because of continuous re-calibration, it was robust to relatively large variations in operating conditions. If one assumes that the head is fixed relative to the camera of the eye-tracking system one can use the work presented in [74] to increase speed and accuracy. This Haar-based approach convolved a single small feature mask over a down-sampled version of the image. The method is quick, robust to significant lighting variations, and reasonably accurate in the context of an eye-tracking system. This work reported
excellent mean estimation error of under 1° but used very high-resolution eye regions from a camera that appeared to be no more than 5-10 cm from the users’ heads. Also, by removing the full head pose estimation, their system did not have any tolerance to head pose variation.

Two-camera systems that can use stereo vision to measure depth (or RGBD systems which automatically produced depth information) can more accurately estimate the eye position in space [76]. A two-camera system, with a very low eye region resolution (the diameter of the iris is only 10-pixels) achieved a mean estimation error of under 3° [70]. This gaze estimation error of 3° came from averaging the PoGs computed from both eyes in both stereo frames (4 eye regions in total). Averaging of this kind is a common technique to compensate for noise in the iris center estimation in each frame. The authors did not report the mean error of a single PoG estimation. Another system used the depth information provided by the Microsoft Kinect API [74] to more easily locate the subject’s eyes in space and achieve an average gaze estimation of 4°. The principal contribution here was not image processing or eye feature detection but the demonstration of the depth-based head pose model on a cheap readily accessible hardware platform.

The gaze estimation methods that use the pupil/iris centre with head pose do not report results with large relative movements between the eye-tracker and the head, and therefore it is difficult to compare their performance with the system that we are developing. Recall that our goal is to approach the performance of the best stationary remote non-contact eye-tracking systems which report a gaze estimation accuracy of as low as 0.5°. The next gaze estimation method, which also uses natural light, attempts to directly map images to a PoG, rather than using an underlying gaze estimation model.

Appearance-Based Methods

With appearance-based methods, the input eye features are portions of face images that include the eyes. These methods attempt to find a ‘similar’ images in a labeled (the label is the gaze direction) reference set. These techniques often rely on an initial machine learning/training process from a set of labeled training images. As with many machine learning processes, training with a dataset that reflects that variance expected during use is critical.

An early appearance-based approach used a fully connected neural network trained with 2000 images, each labeled with the known gaze locations [66]. The system reported PoG estimates with an average error of approximately 2°, but only in operating conditions without head movements or lighting variations.

A significantly more accurate appearance-based approach presented in [77] labeled images for known point-of-gaze targets on a 15 x 15 grid. Then, during operation, new eye regions are compared and matched to the closest labeled images. Interpolation between the ground truth from these labeled images is how the PoG is estimated. The gaze estimation accuracy for this method, was quite good at 0.4°. However, the approach is not robust in the presence of lighting changes and head pose variation. Any changes to the physical system (such as changing the camera, the distance to the subject, or the size of the monitor) would require generating new dataset and retraining from scratch.

Another appearance-based method introduces geometric priors [78, 79] to address head pose variation. In this approach, a method similar to [77] is trained with a set of static head poses. Then a 5-second video is captured in which the users rotate their head while gazing at a single target. An analysis of this video maps the geometric distortion of the appearance of the eyes. This information is later used to estimate what the appearance of the subject’s eye would look like during minor head rotation for
each of the original training images. It is an intelligent solution that avoids the multiplicative increase of training images required to model head rotation parameters, as is the case with previous appearance methods. This approach reduced the average gaze estimation accuracy from $10^\circ$ to $1.5^\circ$ when the user was allowed $\pm 30^\circ$ of head rotation. With free head motion, the mean estimation error settles between $2-3^\circ$.

A deep neural network-based eye tracking model was introduced in [46]. Here the training set size was dramatically increased when compared to other efforts. The authors built an iPhone application that subjects could easily download and spend a few minutes looking at training targets on display. Use of this application yielded tens of thousands of labeled images from nearly 1500 people that were used to train a convolutional neural network. The unsupervised collection of training images resulted in natural variations in head pose and lighting between people. This approach became quite robust to novel faces and reported a calibration-free gaze estimator that works with visible light. The work reported gaze estimation accuracy of approximately $3-4^\circ$.

Some techniques involve the generation of a large number synthetic eye images to aid in the learning process for appearance based methods. Some of these works are designed explicitly to improve feature estimation [80] for use downstream in an eye tracking system. Others incorporate eye shape and gaze information into the image synthesis process using conditional bidirectional generative adversarial networks for the purpose of end to end gaze estimation [81]. Other uses of deep neural networks include estimating fixation or saliency maps in order to enable background calibration of an eye tracking system without needed to explicitly present targets at which the subject must gaze before using the system [82].

A common problem in eye tracking with learned appearance based approaches is the high correlation between head pose and gaze direction. By inadvertently learning head pose many systems can approach a few degrees of gaze estimation error but then have trouble improving from there. One work presented in [83] used a bayesian adversarial learning approach which deters the latent representation of the eye region from encoding information about head pose. In theory this should direct the learning process to focuses on eye features instead of head features.

Deep neural networks trained on more massive datasets have continued to improve the robustness and reliability of appearance-based eye-tracking models. However, they have not yet dramatically improved the overall accuracy as many systems hover in $3^\circ$ territory.

**Model-Based Methods**

These visible light techniques use a model of the optical properties of the eyeball. Eye modeling includes properties such as the center of curvature of the cornea, the visual/optical axis deviation, the centre of rotation of the eye, the radius of corneal curvature and the location of the center of the pupil. Model-based methods in the visible light domain are more challenging than in the infrared domain and as such there are less examples of these systems.

One 3D gaze estimation systems that used a single camera and did not require infrared illumination was initial presented in [84] as preliminary work. This technique was advanced over time into a deformable face and eye model which produced $3^\circ$ gaze estimation results in an uncalibrated single camera system [85]. This technique resulted in an exceptionally general and efficient system which operated above $30$fps on a standard desktop processor without accelerators. However it, as with all current visible light techniques, have not achieved the most accurate gaze estimation results presented in the literature which use artificial infrared illumination.
2.1.2 Artificial Illumination with Infrared Light for Remote Non-Contact Gaze Estimation

All previously mentioned gaze estimation models have assumed that images were acquired with no artificial illumination. A critical branch of gaze estimation methods, which was introduced in the mid 20th century [86], utilize artificial illumination of the face (usually with infrared light to minimize interference with normal vision). The reflections of the artificial light by the subject’s corneas create a virtual image of the light source(s) behind the cornea (corneal reflections) that can be used for the estimation of the point-of-gaze. Figure 2.2 show corneal reflections of two infrared light sources. The infrared light sources do not cause pupil dilation or discomfort for the subject as the retina is not sensitive to infrared light. Several methods can estimate a subjects point-of-gaze from the location of the corneal reflections and the center of the pupil once they were extracted from infrared images. Infrared eye-tracking methods have been the most accurate remote non-contact point-of-gaze estimation systems presented in the literature. They are currently in use by several commercial entities [87, 88, 89, 90]. Below we will discuss several different IR gaze estimation methods.

![Figure 2.2: infrared eye regions with corneal reflections](image)

**Corneal Reflection Pupil Centre Vector**

This method utilizes a single infrared LED light source and a single infrared camera. In this approach, the magnitude of the vector between the pupil-center and the corneal reflection can be used to determine the magnitude and direction of gaze [91]. The work done in [91] was the first gaze estimation method to result in 1° average gaze estimation accuracy. However, the method is sensitive to head movements (after the initial calibration procedure is done).

There has been continued refinement of this approach, primarily to remove approximations from the model that converts a feature vector on the image plane into the three-dimensional gaze vector [92, 93]. A detailed analysis of various mapping functions and their limitations can be found in [94]. Since this method is accurate only with precise head and eye positions, researchers explored many sophisticated multi-camera multi-light source set-ups to improve position tracking accuracy. Everything from using both wide and narrow field-of-view cameras with motorized position and zoom control [95], to ultrasonic distance measurements [96], and a myriad of other unusual hardware set-ups.

The need for precise head/eye location makes this technique less practical in a mobile environment because the noise in the estimate of the head and eye position in space directly translates into noise in the final gaze estimation. Additionally, the expected movement of both the head and the device limit the
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(a) The relation between the IR LEDs, glints, pupil center, and point of gaze

(b) 80x80 pixel image of eye region with four corneal reflections

Figure 2.3: Visualization of cross-ratios method [2]

The merit of various calibration procedures which otherwise may improve the performance of this technique.

The next infrared gaze estimation method avoids some of these issues with the use of four corneal reflections rather than just one.

Cross-Ratios

The cross-ratios method uses multiple infrared LEDs fixed to a plane (typically a computer display) to estimate a subject’s PoG in that plane [2]. This methodology, visualized in figure 2.3, assumes that the perspective transformation required to map the LED geometry to the geometry of the corneal reflections is the same as the transformation to convert the PoG in the display plane to the pupil center.

Some of the key benefits of this method are that it does not require any personal calibration and is not sensitive to minor head pose variation. A significant drawback is that all of the corneal reflections must be found to generate the perspective transformation. It is common for one or more corneal reflections to be situated beyond the iris or occluded by the eyelid and not be visible. Another issue arises because the distance between observed corneal reflections (in the image) change in proportion to changes in the distance between the eye tracker and the subject’s eye. The corneal reflection pattern has to be large enough not to merge but small enough such that it fits entirely within the user’s iris region. These drawbacks ultimately limit the range of distances and orientations a subject can be from the light sources.

Detailed studies outlining sources of error using this methodology can be found in [97, 98]. These studies conclude that with the addition of a personal calibration procedure and better modeling of the eye, this method can, in principle, achieve 1° gaze estimation error. In most cases, these methods simplify the modeling of the cornea by assuming it is perfectly spherical, which is a reasonable assumption near the center of the corneal but less so at the periphery. For this reason, the gaze estimation accuracy of these systems can decrease in situations where corneal reflections are found far away from the center of the pupil. Attempts have been made to model the non-spherical nature of the cornea [99, 100] enabling a more extensive range of operating conditions for the system. In doing so [99, 100] were able to reduce mean estimation error in practice to 2° during 20° head rotation. Machine learning techniques have also been introduced [101] to try and model the visual-optical axis deviation and thus improve overall performance. When doing so [101] achieved 1-2° of gaze estimation accuracy.

The gaze estimation error in cross-ratio-based eye-tracking systems could be low enough to meet the goals of our project, but some properties of this technique are troublesome. The requirement of 4 or
more infrared LEDs would require bezels around more than one edge of the smartphone to house them (which is contrary to the design atheistic of virtually all modern devices). More significantly, however, is the requirement that 4 corneal reflections be visible in the image. Over the full range of positions and orientations a subject can hold a smartphone, one corneal reflection is often occluded by an eyelid or the sclera. This technique is thus not suitable for a mobile eye tracker.

**Direct Model-Based 3-D Gaze Reconstruction**

The final technique we describe uses a model of the optical properties of the eyeball and the entire eye-tracking system. This model considers the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, infrared LED locations, and a fully 3-dimensional model of the optical properties of the eye. Eye modeling includes properties such as the center of curvature of the cornea, the visual/optical axis deviation, the centre of rotation of the eye, the radius of corneal curvature and the location of the center of the pupil.

There are multiple published gaze estimation methods which attempt to model the eye directly [102, 103]. However, the seminal theoretical work was published in 2003 [3] and expanded in 2010 [4]. Our thesis uses, and extends, the single camera configuration presented in [3, 4, 40]. The mathematical model used to produce gaze estimates is described below.

The PoG is formally defined as the intersection of the visual axes of both eyes with the 3D scene. The visual axis is the line connecting the center of the fovea with the nodal point of the eyes, and is shown in Figure 2.4. The visual axis of the human eye slightly deviates from the optical axis, and does so slightly differently for each specific subject. The model presented in [40] first considers the problem of reconstructing the optical axis and then in a second part deals with the reconstruction of the visual axis from the optic axis, and the estimation of the PoG. It is the second part of this process which was extended in this thesis for suitability on a mobile device and this extension will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The first part however, in which the optical axis is estimated, is used directly in our work and will be formally described here.

If the light sources are modeled as point sources and the camera is modeled as pinhole camera then Figure 2.4 consists of a ray tracing diagram of the complete optical system of the eye model. Points are represented as 3D column vectors (and presented in a bold font) in a right handed Cartesian world coordinate system (WCS). Consider a ray that comes from light source \( i \), \( l_i \), and reflects at a point \( q_i \) on the corneal surface such that the reflected ray passes through the nodal point of camera \( o \), and intersects the camera image plane at a point \( u_i \). This condition can be expressed in parametric form as

\[
q_i = o + k_{q,i}(o - u_i)
\]

for some \( k_{q,i} \). If a convex spherical mirror of radius \( R \) is used to model surface of the cornea then the condition that \( q_i \) is on the corneal surface can be written as

\[
|q_i - c| = R
\]

where \( c \) is the center of corneal curvature.

The law of reflection states that: 1) the incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal at the point of reflection are coplanar; and 2) the angles of incidence and reflection are equal. The fact that vector \( (q_i - c) \) is normal to the spherical surface at point of reflection \( q_i \), implies from condition 1) that the points \( l_i, q_i, c, \) and \( o \) are coplanar. This can be formalized as
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Figure 2.4: Ray tracing diagram of system components modelled in [3, 4]

\[(l_i - o) \times (q_i - o) \cdot (c - o) = 0\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

Since the angle \(\theta\) between two vectors \(a\) and \(b\) can be obtained from \(ab = ||a|| ||b|| \cos \theta\), condition 2) can be formalized as

\[(l_i - q_i) \cdot (q_i - c) ||o - q_i|| = (o - q_i) \cdot (q_i - c) ||l_i - q_i||\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Next consider a ray that comes from the pupil center \(p\), and reflects at point \(r\) on the surface of the cornea such that the refracted ray passes though \(o\), the nodal point of the camera, and intersect with the image plane at point \(v\). This can be formally expressed in parametric form once again as

\[r = o + k_r(o - v)\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

for some \(k_r\) and the condition that \(r\) is on the corneal surface is expressed as

\[||r - c|| = R.\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

The law of refraction states two conditions: 1) the incident ray, the refracted ray and the normal at the point of refraction are coplanar; 2) the angle of incidence, \(\theta_1\), and the angle of refraction, \(\theta_2\), satisfy Snell's law (i.e., \(n_1 \sin(\theta_1) = n_2 \sin(\theta_2)\)), where \(n_1\) and \(n_2\) are the indices of refraction of mediums 1 and 2. Since vector \(r - c\) is normal to the spherical surface at the point of refraction \(r\), condition 1) implies that points \(p, r, c,\) and \(o\) are coplanar which can be formalized as

\[(r - o) \times (c - o) \cdot (p - o) = 0\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)
Since the angle between two vectors, \( \theta \), can be obtained from \( ||a \times b|| = ||a|| ||b|| \sin\theta \), condition 2) can be formalized as

\[
n_1 ||(r - c) \times (p - r)|| ||(o - r)|| = n_2 ||(r - c) \times (o - r)|| ||(p - r)|| \tag{2.8}
\]

where \( n_1 \) is index of refraction between between the aqueous humor and and cornea and \( n_2 \) is the index of refraction of air (\( \approx 1 \)). Since the refractive index \( n_1 \) is quite small compared to the overall power of the lens system of the eye it is ignored. Finally, considering the distance \( K \) between the pupil center and the center of corneal curvature leads to

\[
||p - c|| = K. \tag{2.9}
\]

Since the optical axis of the eye passes through the pupil center \( p \) and the center of corneal curvature \( c \), if the above system of equations is solved for \( c \) and \( p \), the optical axis of the eye in space can be reconstructed as the line defined by these two points. To do so the eye parameters \( R \) and \( K \) have to be known. These are not easily measured directly and are subject specific so they are obtained through a one time calibration procedure.

For a single camera configuration, this gaze estimation model is theoretically insensitive to variation of both head orientation and position, referred to as head pose. Complete systems which utilize this model report 0.5\(^\circ\) estimation accuracy on a wide array of subjects. A full analysis of the sources of errors and theoretical limits of estimating the point-of-gaze from a single camera with two corneal reflections is presented in [3].

This model represents the best-in-class remote non-contact gaze estimation model currently presented in the academic literature. It is both accurate and inherently tolerant of large head pose variations, significant advantages for a mobile eye tracker system. It is the foundation of the gaze estimation model presented in this thesis. Its only significant limitation is that it assumes a stationary eye-tracking system. In a mobile system, the device, camera, and infrared LEDs are held in a user’s hand and moves relative to the user. One contribution of our work is the expansion of this model to include allow for movements of the eye-tracking system.

Most of the eye-tracking methods presented in this section, systems that use either natural light or infrared illumination, are two-stage systems. The systems require an initial computer vision stage to estimate the locations of eye/facial features, which get passed to the gaze estimation stage. The feature extraction front-end stage widely varies between eye-tracking systems, even when the same features are extracted. We discuss some of the methods and techniques that are used to localize eye features in the next section.

### 2.2 Image Processing and Feature Extraction

In the previous section, we discussed several methods to estimate the point-of-gaze. The accuracy of these methods, to varying degrees, is dependent on precisely estimating the location of specific eye features in the input image. In this section, we provide a brief overview of some techniques used to perform this feature extraction.

The focus of this overview is on algorithms to estimate the pupil/iris center location, as this is the
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most prominent facial region required for most eye-tracking techniques. The estimation of the pupil/iris center or pupil/iris boundary has traditionally been achieved with rule-based algorithms. More recently, machine learning algorithms have been used because they have an ability, with proper training data, to produce more generalizable and robust results.

2.2.1 Traditional Rule-Based Pupil/Iris Center Estimation Algorithms

There are hundreds of papers describing traditional rule-based algorithms to estimate the pupil or iris center. An extensive survey of such work can be found in [63], but we review only a few representative examples below.

Developers have optimized feature extraction techniques under many different sets of physical and operational constraints which is the reason there are many variants of these algorithms. Examples of physical constraints include the resolution of the camera, the processing speed of the computer, or the total illumination power of IR light sources, indoor vs. outdoor use, expected head pose variance, run-time processing speed requirements, or accuracy requirements. These wide variety of constraints impacted the success of any specific approach. Also, the system-specific nature of many techniques seems to dissuade many authors from publishing precise details when they might be of limited generalized value (understandably). Instead, these works opt to explain higher-level concepts about the approach and how to combine existing techniques within their systems. In this section, we outline a few relevant approaches and discuss their limitations.

A large number of gaze estimation techniques require only the detection and tracking of the iris or pupil. The pupil is often darker than its surroundings and thresholding approaches have been used [104, 105, 106] to detect points inside the pupil. These techniques determine an intensity threshold to segment the eye region into pupil/iris-sclera regions. These techniques have had greater adoption in infrared environments where the contrast between the pupil and iris is often better since the pupil does not reflect IR light. The contrast is worse for users who have a blue iris since their irises are not as IR reflective as users with brown irises. These methods are very computationally efficient but are not robust to significant image variation during the use of the eye tracker and thus may not be ideal for the mobile system proposed in this work.

Many pupil/iris center extraction techniques model the boundary of these regions an ellipse and estimate the ellipse parameters either with voting methods [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112] or direct model fitting [113, 114, 5] on sets of pixels which are identified as part of the ellipse boundary.

In [107, 110] edge detection techniques are used that employ pure gradient intensity thresholds. This approach is brittle as many other regions of the images can share that same intensity gradient. Some works use the Hough transform to extract the limbus or pupil boundaries [109, 112] with limited success. The work in [108] uses the fact that the gradient field around the iris and pupil boundary all point outward away from the center of the iris and pupil. Heuristic rules then help filter out erroneous edge candidates. The method described in [111] extends this idea using isophote curvatures (curves on an illuminated surface that connects points of equal brightness). Rather than filtering out some potentially erroneous edges before voting [111] the weights in the voting process are based on the strength of the associated isophote curves. This method tends to mistake other curved features, such as the eye corners or eyebrows, for the pupil. This method is typically used only in a very constrained search space around the pupil (which requires that the system knows very precisely where the pupil is).

The algorithms described in [115, 113] were initially developed for pupil segmentation in iris scanning
and identification applications but were then improved and used in the eye-tracking domain. This approach uses an optimization that finds the maximum of the curve integral of gradient magnitudes under an elliptical shape model. In other words, it finds an ellipse with the maximum intensity gradient orthogonal to the boundary of that ellipse. It was initially computationally expensive because the algorithm would exhaustively check every possible ellipse configuration. Non-exhaustive intelligent searching of the solution space improved performance over time [116]. The quality of its iris/pupil estimation results degrades in the presence of infrared corneal reflections in the eye region, which makes this only suitable for visible light eye images. The work presented in [114] also modeled the iris as an ellipse, but fitted the ellipse through an expectation-maximization and RANSAC [117] optimization scheme. That work introduces a likelihood model which examines a broader neighborhood around each proposed contour point and avoids using fixed feature parameters such as any single intensity level or gradient threshold. This method does very well at robustly estimating the iris ellipse (in both visible and IR light). Here, by robustness, we mean that it rarely makes significant estimation errors by falsely including, for example, an eye corner as part of the iris boundary. However, the precision, measured by the average distance between the estimate and ground truth, is as high as ±10% of the radius of the iris. This level of precision would negatively impact gaze estimation accuracy for many different gaze estimation models.

The Starburst [5] algorithm is another popular pupil estimation technique for low-cost infrared eye-tracking. The algorithm begins by removing corneal reflections via linear interpolation of pixel intensities on either side of the reflections. Then, given some initial seed location, rays are propagated in all directions, and gradients are computed only on those rays. When a computed gradient is above a user-defined threshold, the ray is is scattered backwards at many angles, as shown in Figure 2.5. Pupil boundary points are defined as the location where the reflected rays interact with a significant gradient. Then the average of the current set of boundary points is taken as a new seed point, at which point this process is repeated until the seed point stabilizes. Some benefits of this approach are that it does not require a seed point inside the pupil and the ray-based approach significantly reduces the computational overhead of computing image gradients. It assumes, however, that a static threshold exists that defines the pupil/iris boundary all along the circumference. It also assumes that the corneal reflections are small compared to the size of the pupil so that removing them will not significantly distort the pupil boundary. Figure 2.6 illustrates two examples of images from a mobile infrared camera where Starburst would fail. Figure 2.6a illustrates a low contrast eye region example where there is no static gradient threshold which defines the pupil boundary. Figure 2.6b illustrates an eye region with a small pupil for which the removal of the corneal reflections would destroy the geometry of the pupil boundary. Both of the images Figure 2.6 came from the eye-tracking system used in this work.

A technique that was presented in [6] analyzes all three color channels of an eye region rather than a greyscale version of the image (which is far more common). This method starts by generating an initial pupil estimate using a similar technique to [113]. Then an optimization process occurs that seeks a 3x3 matrix which transforms the RGB intensities at each pixel to a new color-mapped set of R’G’B’ intensities. The matrix parameters are determined by an optimization that maximizes the sum of the gradients in each color channel across the seed pupil boundary. The algorithm then processes the new color-mapped image and produces a single edge map that has continuous contours around the edge of the pupil. Figure 2.7 illustrates the primary stages of this technique. The work was demonstrated on ultra-high-resolution eye images with significant contrast between the pupil and the iris (which is rare for images from visible light eye-tracking systems).
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Figure 2.5: Starbust algorithm stages [5]

(a) low contrast eye  
(b) small high contrast eye  

Figure 2.6: Eye region image variance

(a) original image  
(b) color mapped  
(c) edges  
(d) pupil segmentation  

Figure 2.7: Colour mapping algorithm stages [6]
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Among the most recent and powerful rule-based algorithms for pupil center detection are Ellipse Selection [118] (referred to as ELSe) and Pupil Reconstructor [119, 120] (referred to as PuRe). ELSe starts with simple Canny edges [121] and then uses a complex set of morphological operators to smooth and connect continuous edges before attempting to select the ‘best’ ellipse. The algorithm reverts to a simple convolution when it fails to find such an ellipse. This approximate alternative procedure involves convolving several down-sampled versions of the input image with two fixed convolution kernels and selecting the pupil center as the maximum location in the element-wise multiplication of two results. Similarly, PuRe [119] starts with edge detection and a series of morphological operators to clean and connect edge lines. Then each edge segment is scored based on the likelihood of it belonging to the pupil, and segments are removed if the score is below a threshold. Several local features, such as radial contrast, contribute to the scoring function. Finally, the remaining edge segment candidates are combined into every possible unique subset. The set which maximizes pupil boundary likelihood score defines the estimated pupil boundary. These two approaches estimated the pupil center to within 5 pixels with a 70% and 75% rate respectively on the same dataset.

These two approaches used datasets generated from infrared head-mounted camera systems in outdoor environments and include some very challenging cases. These specific datasets are becoming more commonly used in the pupil estimation literature precisely because of the number of challenging examples. For example Figure 2.8a and 2.8b show eye regions with strong interference from external light. Figure 2.8c and 2.8d show eye regions with very low pupil contrast and an unexpected pupil-like dark sport on the upper iris. Many eye regions in these datasets (including those shown in Figure 2.8a, 2.8b, and 2.8c) also exhibit large deviations between the optical axis of the eye and the optical axis of the camera. These types of images, especially those with strong reflections, are more difficult to process than images that we would expect in our work. Both PuRe and ELSe were built and designed to estimate pupil centers from the types of eye regions found in these datasets. They were designed and optimized for images with characteristics that are not similar to those that we expect from a smartphone.

These two approaches are not well-suited for our work for a few reasons. Both approaches were fundamentally optimized for pupil detection and not for precision (which is understandable given the difficulty of some of these examples). The number of images for which the predicted pupil center estimate was less than N pixels from the ground truth (often presented with N=5) defines success in these works. They do not attempt to minimize systematic bias from physiological features such as systematic occlusion of the pupil by the upper and lower eyelid. Secondly, by using eye regions from head-mounted cameras, these two approaches assume that the distance between the eye and the camera remains constant. Both algorithms use this assumption implicitly (combined with anatomical pupil sizes in the range of 3-8mm diameter). The algorithm parameters are tuned to evaluate the likelihood that some feature is part of the

![Figure 2.8: Example challenging outdoor real world eye regions from a head mounted camera](image-url)

(a) reflections  (b) reflections  (c) dark pupil  (d) philological anomaly
pupil boundary based on the overall curvature and size that one would expect. When these parameters are dramatically relaxed, as they must be when the camera can move freely in the user’s hand, the performance of these approaches deteriorate.

The pupil estimation techniques discussed so far, model only simple features such as the iris and pupil. They have demonstrated some level of effectiveness but often are implicitly tailored for specific systems and operating conditions. These types of techniques can have difficulty capturing the variations and inter-person differences between users (e.g., other eye features such as eyelids, eye corners, and eyebrows). There is a class of more complex rule-based shape models which attempts to address these issues using deformable template-based methods or active shape models. These techniques attempt to model more components of the eye (such as the eyelid and eye corners) [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128]. They, unfortunately, were demonstrated on eye regions with minimal eye occlusion and high contrast (especially around the boundary of the sclera). In the literature active shape models have not been used successfully on realistic real-world eye regions for eye-tracking and thus may not be a good fit for a mobile eye tracker. Rather than attempting to identify, extract, and model eye features explicitly, the alternative approach is to train a learning algorithm with labeled images and let it decide what features are essential. We discuss these approaches in the following section.

2.2.2 Appearance-Based / Machine Learning Pupil Estimation Methods

The most straightforward appearance-based techniques are template-based matching and interpolation between labeled ground truth images [129, 130]. More sophisticated approaches emerged which directly estimate facial landmarks (such as the pupil center) using general learning algorithms such as support vector machines [131], hidden Markov models [132] and Eigen analysis (principal component analysis on images) [133, 134]. These techniques significantly increased the robustness of landmark estimation in the presences of head pose variation and illumination changes (if the training dataset contained them).

The primary method for detecting facial features or estimating facial feature landmark locations in images is using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [135, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140]. Before a discussion of some of these techniques, we first give a brief description of the some of the common elements of a CNN image processing pipeline as we use one in a core part of this work.

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are artificial neural networks that are optimized to find spatial relationships in data. They are heavily used today in the field of computer vision [141, 142, 143, 144] for both classification and regression tasks. Our work also utilizes CNNs as part of our feature extraction process (discussed in Section 5.3). We preset the general technique here.

A typical CNN architecture for image processing consists of a pipeline of several types of computational layers. The computation layers consist of convolutional layers, pooling layers, batch normalization layers, dense/fully connected layers, and dropout layers. Other important elements of a CNN include weight initialization functions, optimization algorithm, loss functions, and activation functions. This list is not exhaustive, but it provides a good foundation for the discussion of CNN based pupil estimation methods that were presented in the literature. Each of these elements is discussed in more detail here:

- **Convolution Layer**: Convolution layers consist of a number of fixed-sized filter kernels which are convolved with the input image to generate output feature maps. This process is shown visually
in Figure 2.9. The kernel weights and a single bias for each kernel are learned during the training of the network.

- **Pooling:** Pooling layers reduce the size of the associated feature maps, typically by either averaging neighboring elements together or selecting the maximum values within local windows [145]. Pooling decreases the required computation in downstream layers and can also increase network performance for some types of tasks by summarizing the presence of features.

- **Batch Normalization:** Batch normalization layers [146] are used to normalize output feature maps of hidden layers in the computation pipeline. Normalizing feature maps in between layers helps keep gradients in the objective function from being either too small which slows the training rate, or too large resulting in training failure (known as the exploding gradient problem [147]). It also has a slight regularization effect which can decrease overfitting and improves generalization.

- **Dense Layer:** Dense layers refer to fully connected traditional neural networks [148] in which there is no implied bias towards spatial locality. There is often one or more dense layers at the end of image processing CNN network pipeline. The function of these layers is to analyze the output high-level features generated by the last convolutional layer and learn how to combine those high-level features to generate the prediction.

- **Dropout Layer:** Dropout layers make the training process noisy by randomly ignoring some proportion of the previous layer’s outputs [149]. Dropout aids in the generalization of the network by encouraging the network to learn a sparse representation. It also reduces over-fitting, especially when training on tasks with few training examples.

- **Activation Function:** An activation function is used to decide whether an output neuron should be activated or not as well as to introduce non-linearity into the output of a neuron. A network without any activation functions is essential just a linear regression model. Many different activation functions have been proposed for use in neural networks, some of the more popular ones include the sigmoid function [150], the rectified linear unit [151] (ReLU), noisy ReLU [152], and the tanh function [153].
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- **Optimization Algorithm:** The optimization algorithm defines how the training process should navigate the non-convex solution space in an attempt to minimize the loss function across a training batch. In the simplest case, one can choose to take a step in the direction of the negative gradient vector, known as gradient descent [154]. There are many other optimization algorithms; including Adagrad [155] or Adam [156], which automatically adjust the navigation procedure in response to the local shape of the optimization space.

- **Initialization Function:** An initialization function defines how to set the weights of a neural network before the first training step occurs. Common options include uniform random distribution [157], Gaussian [158], He [159] and Xavier [159]. Both He and Xavier introduce random distributions which depend on the specific size of each network layer. The weights are generated from distributions which vary with the square root of the number inputs weights to each layer.

The simple CNN image processing pipeline is some combination of the flow shown in Figure 2.10 and configured using the parameters described above. We refer to this as the base architecture in our work. This base architecture can, and has, been used successfully for both regression and classification tasks in many computer vision domains. It is used as a starting point for the discussions of CNN techniques that are used to detect the pupil center.

We outline three different CNN pupil detection approaches, Pupilnet [138], DeepEye [140], and domain-specific data augmentation [139] (DSDA). All three of these CNN systems were trained with near-IR head-mounted image data (similar to what the rule-based pupil detectors ELSe and PuRe used). Consequently, the same caveats apply in regards to the applicability of the datasets to the expected data set of images from the camera on the smartphone.

Pupilnet [138] is a two-stage positioning CNN system. Both CNN stages are quite small and uniform architecturally, consisting of a single 5x5 convolution layer, a single pooling layer, and a single fully connected output layer. The first stage is trained as a classifier to identify a sub-window that contains a pupil. It down-samples the 384x288 pixel images to 96x72 pixel and classifies each 24x24 pixel sub-window. The second CNN stage receives the sub-window with the highest probability of containing the pupil. The second stage is trained as a regression predictor to output the [x,y] location of the pupil center given a pixel sub-window in the original image. This work reports a 70% detection rate of pupil center estimates under five pixels. This result is comparable to ELSe and PuRe while being considerably less challenging/complicated from a development perspective.
Another CNN pupil detector, DeepEye [140], claims better performance than ELSe, PuRe and Pupil-net reporting a pupil estimation rate under five pixels for over 85% of the images in the same datasets. It consists of five convolutional layers and a custom Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling layer (ASPP). The ASPP layer contains several parallel Atrous layers, which are convolution layers in which the convolution kernels are themselves dilated. For example, consider an Atrous layer with 3x3 kernels and a dilation factor of four. In this example the nine total weights associated with each 3x3 kernel would be spread out and applied to images pixels in a 15x15 region, leaving four unused pixels between each weight. This parallel pyramid of Atrous layers is believed to help the network search more efficiently for features at different scales. Also, DeepEye uses residual shortcuts in each of the convolution blocks that append its inputs to its outputs. Residual shortcuts help mitigate deteriorated performance in networks with increased depth when there is not enough training data. Finally, DeepEye is trained for image segmentation rather than regression. This means the output is the set of pixels which belong to the pupil, not an [x,y] location. A post-processing ellipse-fitting step generates the final pupil center.

The final approach outlined here emphasizes the importance of large dataset sizes for generalization. In domain-specific data augmentation (DSDA) [139], a dataset of millions of eye regions was created with advanced data augmentation techniques. This dataset is much larger than other approaches which did hand labeling of tens of thousands of images. The authors captured high-quality head-mounted eye regions videos from 400 subjects in ideal conditions. The frames in these videos were at such high resolution and contrast that simple image processing techniques always produced very accurate pupil center estimates. The authors used these estimates to generate hundreds-of-thousands of training images. Then, generic data augmentation techniques were used to crop, scale, flip, blur, and over/underexpose these images. Also, domain-specific augmentation techniques were developed to add random corneal reflections and environmental reflections. A subject wearing a head-mounted system and sunglasses with an infrared mirror coating walked through various environments to generate environmental reflection videos. Frames from these reflection videos were then superimposed over the training dataset to further augment and artificially increase the overall dataset size.

The authors trained their CNN with an augmented dataset of millions of images. They used a deep CNN based on the architecture of the Inception V4 [160] object classification network. After the network was trained using an augmented dataset, they evaluated it with the exact head-mounted dataset used by DeepEye. The authors reported an 85% pupil detection rate on that dataset, which was very similar to DeepEye. The authors then evaluated both their network and the DeepEye network on a new dataset neither had seen during training. This dataset was obtained from different researchers and a different head-mounted system, in a different environment. In this scenario, the DeepEye network detection rate fell to 50% while the DSDA approach maintained an 85% detection rate. This result bolsters the claim that the larger augmented dataset produced with DSDA had aided in generalization.

Our work utilizes elements of all three of these approaches when building a feature extraction method appropriate the constraints of a genuinely mobile eye-tracking environment. Below we review the performance of the significant prior smartphone eye-tracking systems presented in the literature.

2.3 Mobile Eye Tracking Systems

The development of hand-held eye-tracking systems date back to the 2000s [161, 162] when research groups built fully-custom devices. More recently, work has begun to bring eye-tracking technology to
widely available, and less expensive, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets [42, 46, 47, 48, 43, 41, 44, 45]. The eye-tracking systems on these devices are based on the analysis of eye images from the devices’ RGB cameras in which ambient visible light illuminates the face.

Earlier mobile eye-tracking systems employed simple geometric projections such as limbus back-projection [64, 18, 114] to estimate the PoG. Recall that limbus back projection suffers from poor accuracy when there are small deviations between the optical axis of the eye and the optical axis of the camera, which is nearly always the case in the use of a smartphone. The mobile eye-tracking system presented in [42], which uses limbus back projection, is negatively impacted by this effect. The work in [42] reported a gaze estimation error of $6^\circ$ when the user’s eye was at a relatively close distance of 20 centimeters from the camera. A similar technique presented [163] achieved only $15^\circ$ gaze estimation accuracy. The high PoG estimation error of the limbus back projection systems led to projects which attempted to measure gaze gestures (i.e., the subject looked up/down/left/right) rather than PoG estimates [164]. While these methods can estimate such gestures accurately the lack gaze positions severely limits the type of eye-tracking applications which are suitable for these systems.

More advanced mobile eye-tracking systems are ScreenGlint [47] and GazeCapture [46].

### 2.3.1 The ScreenGlint Smartphone Eye Tracker

ScreenGlint [47] employs an eye-tracking model that uses the pupil center and the position of a single corneal reflection [91] to estimate the point-of-gaze. The system has several innovations. First, rather than using the pupil center, they used the iris center, as this feature is easier to track when there is no IR illumination. Next, the corneal reflection is not generated from an IR light source but rather from the visible light emitted from the device display. The presented system operated on a real device and achieved a PoG accuracy of $2.9^\circ$ when the relative movements between the smartphone and the user’s head were in the range of between 25-40cm distance from the subject.

### 2.3.2 The GazeCapture Smartphone Eye Tracker

GazeCapture [46] is a mobile eye-tracking system which uses an advanced CNN model. The input to the model is a picture of the subject’s face, and the network produces a specific PoG estimate location. For such a system to be effective in a wide variety of environmental conditions, a significant amount of training data would need to be collected. The researchers dealt with this issue by creating an application for iPhone users. They recruited those users to spend a few minutes looking at training targets on display. This data collection methodology yielded tens of thousands of labeled images from nearly 1500 people that were used to train their CNN. Their system became quite robust to novel faces and created a calibration-free gaze estimation system that works with visible light. Variations in head pose and lighting between people were naturally incorporated into the training images which made the system robust to those variations. The system achieved a calibration-free gaze estimation error of $1.71cm$ and a calibrated estimation error of $1.34cm$. The unsupervised nature of the data collection meant that the authors could not know the distance between the device and the subjects’ heads for each sample. For this reason, the results are presented in absolute distance rather than the more traditional error unit for eye-tracking of degrees error.

To remedy this, we performed an analysis of a sample of the training images from their dataset. This analysis indicated that the users tended to position the device at a distance of 20-25cm (see Appendix B
for a description of that approximation methodology). We can estimate an approximate distance using known human averages for inter-pupillary distance and the camera properties of the iPhone models in the market at the time of the data collection. Assuming a distance of 25cm, the gaze estimation errors for the GazeCapture would be about 3° and 4° with and without calibration respectively.

High quality and robust eye trackers such as ScreenGlint and GazeCapture that do not use artificial IR illumination can run on virtually all commercially available smartphones and have reported an approximate 3° gaze estimation error. If one compares this to reported to gaze estimation accuracy on the order of 0.5° for desktop infrared eye-tracking systems, it becomes a clear motivation to explore infrared-based mobile eye-tracking. The implementation and evaluation of an infrared mobile eye tracker is the purpose of our work. The next chapter describes the physical system that we used and the top-level software structure of the end-to-end system that we built.
Chapter 3

Top Level Mobile Eye Tracker

This chapter outline the main components of the mobile eye-tracking system developed in this work. These components include both the hardware platform and the top-level software, what they do, and how they communicate.

3.1 Platform

The first step in building our eye-tracking system is to select an operating-system and hardware platform. The hardware will need to include IR LEDs and IR camera, and could either be an integrated smartphone with these features built-in or an existing commodity smartphone with these features added via an external attachment. Our choice to explore both options limited our mobile operating system choice to exclusively Android [165] as Apple iPhone’s neither contained the requisite infrared hardware or allowed third party external device support at the time.

We now discuss the mobile-hardware platforms that were used in this work, starting with what we call a camera bar that contains the IR LEDs and camera, that is attached to a commercial smartphone.

3.1.1 Infrared Camera Bar

An IR camera bar consists of one IR LED on either side of an IR camera housed in a rectangular package that connects to a computer or smartphone through a USB connection.

Developing an IR camera bar is one method to enable IR eye-tracking on commercially available smartphones. It has several advantages from a research prospective for this project. Firstly it can be built (and potentially rebuilt it) to our exact specifications with cameras, light sources and lens configurations with singular purpose of improving eye tracking. Another advantage is that a bar could be used interchangeably with many different smartphones. Thirdly, we can manufacture as many as needed for future experiments or to provide to other researchers to experiment with mobile eye tracking applications.

The disadvantages however come from the difficulty (at the time) in communicating between the smartphone and an external camera over USB on Android. The benefits of having control of the platform outweighed the difficulties and made this approach worth pursuing from a research perspective.

We built an IR camera bar and used it for several years during this project. However, an update to Google Android operating system security policy, made it infeasible to continue with this approach.
As such, the IR camera bar was not functional during the core data collection phases of this work. As a result, the remainder of this thesis only presents quantitative eye-tracking data from the LittleBoy prototype discussed in the next section. For a detailed technical description of the IR camera bar, the software stack that was built to communicate with it, and how it was eventually deprecated see Appendix A.

### 3.1.2 LittleBoy Prototype Smartphone

Huawei [52] provided our project with an industrial-prototype smartphone which they gave the name LittleBoy. It has multiple IR LEDs and an IR-sensitive front-facing camera. The benefits of this prototype are the integration of the camera and light sources. The integrated camera can operate at a higher data rate than a USB2 camera. Additionally, the IR LEDs can draw more power and emit more light than a USB2 powered external camera bar, which enables higher contrast pupil regions at further distances from the user. Another advantage, in principle, is that the manufacturer would provide the camera and LED software drivers, and we could focus exclusively on the eye-tracking software. In practice, however, Huawei provided a camera and LED driver with limited functionality, which created problems that we needed to address. Another disadvantage of LittleBoy is that it is an unsupported prototype device which means it does not receive operating systems updates from the manufacturer.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the physical geometry of LittleBoy. It consists of a five-inch display with multiple IR LEDs on opposite corners of the screen and an infrared camera. The camera resolution is 3840 x 2160 pixels, which is similar to the RGB front-facing cameras found on high-end Android devices in 2019 (even though Huawei produced it in 2015). The field of view of the lens is 75° which allows for a large range of device positions and orientations while keeping the user’s head in the frame. The non-optical components of the device consist of a 1.2GHz quad-core ARM processor, 1GB of main memory, a 960x540 pixel screen, and operating system running Android version 5.0. The latter hardware specifications are of low quality in comparison to the hardware available in 2019 smartphones. The lower-performance CPU does not have any neural-network-acceleration hardware, now typical on smartphones made in 2019, and this limits the performance of the CNN front-end feature extractor described in Chapter 5.

Using LittleBoy as our platform we built a complete eye tracking system, the top-level modules of which will now be outlined.
3.2 Software

Once we obtained a suitable IR illumination and camera system, the primary eye-tracking functionality is defined in software. Here we discuss the top-level system modules of that software, describing what they do and how they interact. Figure 3.2 illustrates the flow of data between the various software modules. The system has six main components; 1) camera driver, 2) head tracker, 3) feature extractor, 4) gaze estimator, 5) calibrator, and 6) output filter. A brief description of each component is provided in the sections below. A detailed overview of contributions made in the gaze estimator and feature extractor are then provided in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively.

![Figure 3.2: Eye Tracking System Components](image)

3.2.1 Camera Driver

The camera driver software interacts with the camera to produce a stream of images. Huawei provided the camera driver for LittleBoy as a library precompiled within the android native development kit (NDK: as described in Appendix A.2). It leverages a robust fully-featured camera driver that exists in the Linux/Android kernel called Video for Linux 2 (V4l2 [166]). Typically user applications on commercial devices would not have the execution privileges required to call kernel drivers such as V4l2 directly. This access was possible because Huawei is the device manufacturer and can arbitrarily grant kernel-mode execution privileges on its own devices. Internally, the driver keeps a circular-FIFO queue of 10 frames. When a developer initiates a frame request, the queue transfers the oldest frame to a user-controlled frame buffer. A problem with the driver occurs when frames are requested at a slower rate than the maximum frame rate of the camera. In this case the steady-state stream of frames quickly becomes ten frame intervals delayed. This delay (300-400 ms) was very noticeable when one uses the eye-tracker. To reduce this delay we polled frames from the driver as soon as they were available on a continuous loop of a background thread. We kept both the current frame the eye tracker is processing and the newest
frame provided by the driver in user-controlled memory. Whenever the system completed the processing of data in the current frame, it started to process the newest available frame. This procedure wasted a significant amount of memory bandwidth but allowed the system to always process the most recent frame.

There was a second issue with the driver, relating to the need for synchronization between the IR LEDs and the camera. Ideally, to save energy and reduce image smearing, the IR LEDs should be ‘turned on’ and illuminate the scene only while the camera captured a frame. Then the LEDs would turn off while the data for that frame was serially transferred into memory (for approximately 30ms). Unfortunately, there was no proper synchronization between the LEDs and frame capture, and so proper illumination would sporadically fail and cause one corneal reflection to appear either very dim or disappear altogether. Unfortunately, there was nothing we could do to address this and our image-processing pipeline needed to cope with this reality.

The next task of the eye-tracking system after it receives images from the cameras is to locate a subject’s head with a Head Tracker.

### 3.2.2 Head Tracker

The purpose of the head tracker is to locate the subject’s head over a wide range of head poses and then identify the rough location of the eye regions. Figure 3.3a illustrates example facial landmarks detected by a head tracker, and Figure 3.3b shows example estimates of eye regions.

Head-tracking and facial-feature estimation have become part of many standard mobile-software libraries, including Google’s vision library [167]. This library is available on most production Android devices. Using the built-in head-tracking libraries would have been the obvious choice for our eye-tracking system. However, LittleBoy does not have access to the Google mobile-services APIs, which contain these libraries.

Instead, we used a third-party head-tracking library from Visage [168]. It comes with pre-built native libraries compiled for Android with the NDK. Visage head tracking software was not trained with infrared images, which impacts facial landmark precision. It produces lower quality results on IR images when compared with typical gray-scale converted RGB images. However, because our use for it was only for determining a rough location for the eye regions it was suitable for our purposes.

Once the head tracker has located the eye regions, the next step is to determine the locations of the
pupil center and corneal reflections in the image of the eye region.

### 3.2.3 Feature Extractor

The feature extractor is the next software stage in the eye-tracking system. It analyzes the eye windows produced by the head tracker and estimates the location of the pupil center and corneal reflections. Estimating these features accurately and with minimal variance is a vital step in the eye-tracking process.

A smartphone-based feature extractor presents some unique challenges. The appearance of eye regions can change dramatically based on how the user holds the device. A key contribution of this work is developing feature extraction algorithms that maintain high-quality in the presence of sizeable relative motion between the device and the head. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The feature extractor was implemented first as a custom rule-based algorithm (Section 5.2), and then as a hierarchy of convolutional neural networks(Section 5.3).

### 3.2.4 Gaze Estimator

The gaze estimator maps the eye features found by the feature extractor into a point-of-gaze location on the display of the smartphone. The method we use is a modified version of the 3D model that was developed by Guestrin and Eizenman [40]. This method uses data that describes the optical configuration of the eye-tracking system (e.g., the position of the nodal point of the camera) and optical properties of the eye (e.g., horizontal angle between the visual and optical axis) to derive a system of equations that estimates the user’s point of gaze.

The model first estimates the optical axis of the user’s eye and then uses the offset between the optical and visual axes, specific to the user, to calculate the visual axis of the user’s eye. A calibration procedure performed once per subject before using the system generates subject-specific parameters (e.g., the offset between the optical and visual axis) that are used in the estimation of the PoG. The model generates the location of the visual axis in a world coordinate system and its precision is not affected by head movements. However, the model is not designed under the assumption that the eye-tracking system itself (camera, screen, and light sources) would be moving with respect to that world coordinate system. This motion impacts the estimation of the visual axis. Extending the model to maintain accuracy during motion of the eye-tracking system is a contribution of our work and is described in Chapter 6.

### 3.2.5 Calibrator

The calibrator estimates the subject-specific properties of the user’s eyes. Four parameters are determined during the calibration process. These are described in Table 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 2.4. These four parameters all represent physical geometric properties of a user’s eye. They can be saved and reused later with future uses of the eye tracker by the same person once a calibration procedure is completed. Before the calibration procedure, it is possible to run the gaze estimator using ‘typical’ values that represent approximate human averages. Operating without calibration parameters significantly reduces gaze-estimation accuracy, but the system would remain functional.

The calibration routine consists of three stages: sample collection, outlier removal, and parameter optimization, which are all described below.

**Sample Collection:** In this stage, the calibration routine displays several gaze targets, one at a time, at known locations on the device display. The subject is instructed to gaze at each target while the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Radius of corneal curvature</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Distance between the center of corneal curvature and the center of pupil</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>Horizontal angle between the optical axis and the visual axis</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Vertical angle between the optical axis and the visual axis</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Calibration Model Parameters

![Point of Gaze Locations](image)

**Figure 3.4: Illustration of Output Filtering**

The feature extractor estimates the pupil center and corneal reflection locations in at least 50 frames. Once completed, the calibration target moves to the next location. Our routine uses five targets, although only 2 are strictly necessary.

**Outlier Removal:** This stage identifies which eye features, collected in the previous stage, are inaccurate and should be discarded. The first step is to set the four subject-specific eye parameters to average human values. Then for each of the eye features collected in the previous stage, the gaze estimator generates a point-of-gaze. The distribution of the gaze estimates associated with each unique calibration target is analyzed. We classify as outliers any gaze estimates which are located two or more standard deviations from the mean location of each target. Finally, we remove all eye features associated with outlier gaze estimates from consideration for the remainder of the calibration procedure.

**Parameter Optimization:** The final stage estimates the four eye parameters. A non-convex optimization process attempts to minimize the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between calibration targets and the PoG locations. Thus, the calibration computation involves nested non-convex numerical optimizations, since the gaze estimation procedure itself is a non-convex optimization. On the Littleboy prototype system, with a relatively old ARM processor, the computational component of the calibration procedure requires 250ms to complete.

### 3.2.6 Output Filter

The filtering module reduces PoG estimation noise when a user is fixating at the same location for many frames. Figure 3.4 illustrates an example of this effect.

We use a varying-length running-average filter for some experiments in this work. Increasing the length of the running average reduces the variance of successive gaze estimates. Filtering of this type comes at the cost of additional latency between fixation changes and the eye tracker updated the PoG to the new location. However, to analyze the quantitative performance of an eye-tracking system, this
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>display size</td>
<td>physical dimensions of the device display</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>display resolution</td>
<td>Operating resolution of the display</td>
<td>pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera focal length</td>
<td>distance between the nodal point of the lens and image sensor when subject is in focus</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera resolution</td>
<td>resolution of the camera sensor</td>
<td>pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera principal point</td>
<td>The intersection of the optical axis of the camera lens and the image sensor, typically half of the camera resolution in both the horizontal and vertical axis</td>
<td>pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera location</td>
<td>X,Y,Z location of the principal point</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera field of view</td>
<td>total angle of light directed by the lens to the image sensor</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera pixel pitch</td>
<td>physical size of each pixel on the image sensor, which are assumed to be square</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera orientation</td>
<td>rotation about the X,Y,Z axis, for a typical mobile device with a front facing camera mounted in the display plane there will only be rotation around the axis orthogonal to the display of this will be 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270°</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infrared LED locations</td>
<td>X, Y and Z locations of the two infrared light sources</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Required physical system Parameters

type of filtering would not be applied unless explicitly stated in the experimental procedure.

### 3.2.7 Physical-System Configuration

The final component of our eye tracker is a description of the properties of the physical system. For completeness this list is provided in Table 3.2. It includes properties such as the geometry of the display, light sources, and camera as well as the camera’s intrinsic parameters. Each smartphone model (or IR camera bar) would have a different set of physical properties, and a would require separate configuration file containing the parameters found in Table 3.2. Each item in Table 3.2 represents a way in which our mobile eye-tracking system could physically change while the gaze estimation software would remain unchanged.

The next chapter discusses the details of the back-end gaze-estimation model improvements that we developed, and these improvements are one of the main contributions this work.
Chapter 4

Relative Roll Compensation for 3D Direct Model Gaze Estimation

This chapter presents a novel model-based method for the estimation of the PoG on displays of mobile devices that takes into account the motion of the device. Since a mobile device can be moved freely in the hands of subjects, several issues arise in PoG estimation on mobile devices that are not as present in stationary desktop systems. The first issue is associated with the need to use more than one coordinate system to describe all the parameters of the gaze estimation model. Desktop systems measure all model parameters (camera and light sources locations, eye-parameters, and display parameters) in one fixed world coordinate system. In an eye-tracking system that is free to move, some model parameters, such as the camera and light source locations, continuously change with the movements of the device. Other model parameters, such as the subject’s eye parameters, remain fixed. Therefore, for PoG estimation on mobile devices, model parameters that are naturally in different coordinate systems must be transformed into a single coordinate system. The second issue that arises relates to the common assumption in gaze estimation models is that the relative roll angle (R-Roll) between the eye-tracking system (which comprises the camera, the light sources, and the display) and the subjects eyes is approximately 0° [40]. This assumption is reasonable for desktop eye-tracking systems where the head is approximately erect, and the system is stationary on a table. It does not hold for hand-held eye-tracking systems as the handheld device can easily be rotated by 45 degrees and if unaccounted for will result in significant systematic increase in gaze estimation error.

We extend the model-based gaze estimation approach in [40] to address the issues outlined above. The theory provided here applies to any hand-held system that may experience R-Roll and computes the PoG using a reconstruction of the optical and visual axis of the eye. The objectives of this chapter are two-fold. First, it is to describe a novel method that enables the use of accurate model-based estimation of the PoG on mobile devices. Second, to provide experimental data that demonstrates the importance of the modified model for mobile devices.

4.1 Mathematical Model

We refer the original PoG estimation model, designed for desktop systems, used in this work [40] as the prior model. The prior model estimates the PoG by determining the intersection of the visual axis (a
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The line that passes through the pupil center and highest acuity region of the retina (not shown in Figure 4.1) with the stationary display. It estimates the visual axis, and all intermediate parameters, in a right-handed 3D-Cartesian world coordinate system (WCS) that is rigidly attached to the world. The x-axis and y-axis of the WCS are parallel to the rows and the columns (respectively) of the computer display. The z-axis is perpendicular to the display, pointing towards the subject. The prior model first estimates the direction of the optical axis of the eye in the WCS. The optical axis is defined as a line connecting the center of curvature of the cornea, \( c \), and the center of the pupil, \( p \). Where the locations of \( c \) and \( p \) are estimated using the formulation described in Section 2.1.2. Figure 4.1 presents a visualization of these features.

As derived in the prior model, the equation for the direction of the optical axis, \( \omega \), is given by:

\[
\omega \equiv \frac{p - c}{||p - c||} = \begin{bmatrix} \sin(\theta_{\text{eye}}) \cos(\phi_{\text{eye}}) \\ \sin(\phi_{\text{eye}}) \\ -\cos(\theta_{\text{eye}}) \cos(\phi_{\text{eye}}) \end{bmatrix}
\]  

where \( p \) and \( c \) are measured in the WCS and \( \theta_{\text{eye}} \) and \( \phi_{\text{eye}} \) are the horizontal (yaw) and vertical (pitch) angles of the eye (not shown in Figure 4.1) with respect to the WCS. The pupil center, \( p \), and the center of curvature of the cornea, \( c \), are estimated by the prior model using the coordinates of the pupil center and the virtual images of the light sources that illuminate the eye (corneal reflections) in images from the camera.

Next, the visual axis of the eye is estimated using the fixed angular separation from the optical axis. The angular separation is subject-specific but in the eye-coordinate system it does not change with eye movements. The visual axis of the eye, \( \nu \), also illustrated in Figure 4.1, is defined by a line connecting the center of curvature of the cornea, \( c \), and the fovea, the highest acuity region of the retina. In the eye-coordinate system the visual axis has fixed horizontal and vertical angular offsets \( (\alpha_{\text{eye}}, \beta_{\text{eye}}) \) from the optical axis. These offsets are subject-specific which the prior model estimates...
with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes of the WCS during a calibration procedure. The equation for the direction of the visual axis, \( \nu \), in the prior model is given by:

\[
\nu = \begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\theta_{\text{eye}} + \alpha_{\text{eye}})\cos(\phi_{\text{eye}} + \beta_{\text{eye}})
& \sin(\phi_{\text{eye}} + \beta_{\text{eye}})
& -\cos(\theta_{\text{eye}} + \alpha_{\text{eye}})\cos(\phi_{\text{eye}} + \beta_{\text{eye}})
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(4.2)

For a mobile eye-tracking system, the free movement of the device prevents the estimation of parameters in Equation 4.1 in the WCS. Since we cannot estimate the position of the device in the WCS, we instead estimate parameters with respect to the device itself. For this reason, we introduce a device coordinate system (DCS) that is a right-handed 3D-Cartesian coordinate system rigidly attached to the mobile device. The \( x_{\text{device}} \) and \( y_{\text{device}} \) unit vectors are parallel to the rows and columns of the mobile display, the xy-plane is coincident with the display plane, and the \( z_{\text{device}} \) axis is normal to the display pointing towards the subject. In the notation used going forward in this chapter, a superscript is used to denote the coordinate system of a parameter. For example, the location of the pupil with respect to the DCS is denoted \( p_{\text{DCS}} \).

If we estimate both the pupil center \( p_{\text{DCS}} \) and the center of curvature of the cornea with \( c_{\text{DCS}} \), with respect to the DCS then Equation 4.1 describes the direction of the optical axis in that coordinate system. The prior model can estimate \( p_{\text{DCS}} \) and \( c_{\text{DCS}} \) if the position and orientation of the camera and IR LEDs are also provided in the DCS. To determine the PoG on a hand-held device (i.e., the intersection of the visual axis of the eye with the screen), a unit vector in the direction of the visual axis must also be calculated in the DCS, \( \nu_{\text{DCS}} \). This requires that the model estimates the subject-specific eye parameters \( \alpha_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}} \) and \( \beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}} \) in the DCS. However, \( \alpha_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}} \) and \( \beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}} \) are estimated in the WCS and have to be transformed to the DCS coordinate system before they can be used by the model (one cannot use Equation 4.2 from the prior model to estimate the direction of the visual axis).

To address this issue we introduce an eye coordinate system (ECS) that is rigidly attached to the eye of the subject as can be seen Figure 4.1. The ECS is a right-handed 3-D-Cartesian coordinate system whose axes are labeled \( x_{\text{eye}} \), \( y_{\text{eye}} \), \( z_{\text{eye}} \). The \( z_{\text{eye}} \)-axis is coincident with the optical axis of the eye, pointing forwards out from the front of the head. In the ECS, the unit vector in the direction of the visual axis, \( \nu_{\text{ECS}} \), does not change with rotations or translations of the eye, head or device. Therefore, \( \alpha_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}} \) and \( \beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}} \), are constant. Using this coordinate system, \( \nu_{\text{ECS}} \) is written as:

\[
\nu_{\text{ECS}} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\alpha_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}})\cos(\beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}})
& \sin(\beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}})
& \cos(\alpha_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}})\cos(\beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}})
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(4.3)

where \( \alpha_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}} \) and \( \beta_{\text{eye}}^{\text{ECS}} \) are the horizontal and vertical angular offsets between the optical and visual axes with respect to the eye itself. Using equation 4.3 we can formally write:

\[
\nu \equiv \nu_{\text{DCS}} = R_{\text{ECS}}^{\text{DCS}} \cdot \nu_{\text{ECS}}
\]  

(4.4)

where \( R_{\text{ECS}}^{\text{DCS}} \) is the rotation matrix of the ECS with respect to the DCS and can be expressed as

\[
R_{\text{ECS}}^{\text{DCS}} = \begin{bmatrix}
x_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}} & y_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}} & z_{\text{eye}}^{\text{DCS}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(4.5)
The notation $\mathbf{x}^{DCS}_{eye}$ corresponds to a unit vector in the direction of the $x_{eye}$-axis but described in the device coordinate system. Note that by definition the unit vector in the direction of $z_{eye}$-axis of the ECS with respect to the DCS is the optical axis:

$$z^{DCS}_{eye} = \omega^{DCS}. \tag{4.6}$$

Recall that the R-Roll is the rotation angle of the $x_{eye}$-axis and $y_{eye}$-axis with respect to the DCS. We denote this parameter $\lambda_{eye}$, and illustrate it in Figure 4.2. If $\lambda_{eye}$ is assumed to be $0^\circ$ (this assumption will be relaxed later on in the derivation) then a unit vector in the direction of the $x^{DCS}_{eye}$-axis is:

$$\mathbf{x}^{DCS}_{eye,\lambda=0} = \frac{\mathbf{y}^{DCS}_{device} \times \omega^{DCS}}{\|\mathbf{y}^{DCS}_{device} \times \omega^{DCS}\|} \tag{4.7}$$

where

$$\mathbf{y}^{DCS}_{device} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \tag{4.8}$$

is the unit vector in the direction of the $y$-axis of the DCS. Next, a unit vector in the direction of the $y$-axis of the ECS with respect to the DCS for $\lambda_{eye} = 0$ is defined as:

$$\mathbf{y}^{DCS}_{eye,\lambda=0} = \mathbf{z}^{DCS}_{eye} \times \mathbf{x}^{DCS}_{eye,\lambda=0}. \tag{4.9}$$

If we now relax the assumption that $\lambda_{eye}$ is $0^\circ$ and set it to the actual value of the R-Roll angle between the DCS and the ECS, the direction of the unit vectors in the rotation matrix of the ECS with respect to the DCS can be calculated by:

$$\mathbf{x}_{eye} = \cos(\lambda_{eye})\mathbf{x}^{DCS}_{eye,\lambda=0} + \sin(\lambda_{eye})\mathbf{y}^{DCS}_{eye,\lambda=0} \tag{4.10}$$

and,
\[ \mathbf{y}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{eye}} = -\sin(\lambda_{\text{eye}})\mathbf{y}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{eye},\lambda=0} + \cos(\lambda_{\text{eye}})\mathbf{y}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{eye},\lambda=0} \]  

(4.11)

In summary, the method to estimate the PoG on a mobile device first estimates the direction of the optical axis of the eye in the device coordinate system using (Equation 4.1). Then, using values for \( \alpha_{\text{ECS}}^{\text{eye}}, \beta_{\text{ECS}}^{\text{eye}}, \lambda_{\text{eye}} \) and eqs. (4.3) to (4.11) an estimate of the direction of the visual axis in the DCS is determined. Finally, the intersection of a vector aligned with the visual axis and the display, \( z^{\text{DCS}} = 0 \), is calculated, providing the PoG estimate on the display of the mobile device.

### 4.2 Quantifying the effects of relative roll on PoG estimation

In this section we derive an expression for the difference between the PoG estimates when \( \lambda_{\text{eye}} = 0^\circ \) (using eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) to (4.9)) and when \( \lambda_{\text{eye}} \) is set to the R-Roll (using eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) to (4.11)). The purpose of this derivation is to determine effects of the R-Roll angle on the estimation of the PoG (if unaccounted for) and to determine the expected magnitude of these effects.

Let \( \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}}_0 \) be the direction of the visual axis when \( \lambda_{\text{eye}} \) is artificially assumed to be \( 0^\circ \) and \( \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}} \) be the direction of visual axis when \( \lambda_{\text{eye}} = \text{R-Roll} \). From Section 4.1 we have

\[ \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}}_0 = \mathbf{R}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{ECS}}(\lambda_{\text{eye}} = 0^\circ)\mathbf{v}^{\text{ECS}} \]  

(4.12)

and,

\[ \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}} = \mathbf{R}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{ECS}}(\lambda_{\text{eye}})\mathbf{v}^{\text{ECS}} \]  

(4.13)

where

\[ \mathbf{R}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{ECS}}(\lambda_{\text{eye}} = 0^\circ) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(4.14)

and,

\[ \mathbf{R}^{\text{DCS}}_{\text{ECS}}(\lambda_{\text{eye}}) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\lambda_{\text{eye}}) & -\sin(\lambda_{\text{eye}}) & 0 \\ \sin(\lambda_{\text{eye}}) & \cos(\lambda_{\text{eye}}) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(4.15)

A key metric that indicates the effect of the new model is the angular difference between \( \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}} \) and \( \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}}_0 \). The larger this angular separation the greater gaze estimation error we would expected when estimating the PoG without compensating for R-Roll. We will denote this angular separation as \( \delta \), and it can be obtained from:

\[ \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}} \cdot \mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}}_0 = ||\mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}}||\mathbf{v}^{\text{DCS}}_0 \cos(\delta). \]  

(4.16)
Substituting eqs. (4.12) and (4.13), into 4.16 and using eq. (4.3) (noting that both $\nu^{DCS}$ and $\nu_0^{DCS}$ are unit vectors), yields $\delta$ as a function of $\lambda_{eye}$, $\alpha^{ECS}_{eye}$, $\beta^{ECS}_{eye}$.

$$\delta = \cos^{-1} \left[ \cos(\lambda_{eye}) \left[ \sin^2(\alpha^{ECS}_{eye})\cos^2(\beta^{ECS}_{eye}) + \sin^2(\beta^{ECS}_{eye}) \right] + \cos^2(\alpha^{ECS}_{eye})\cos^2(\beta^{ECS}_{eye}) \right].$$ (4.17)

Figure 4.3 shows the expected difference between the directions of the visual axes, $\delta$, when $\lambda_{eye}$ is set to 0° (the assumption of the prior model) and when $\lambda_{eye}$ is properly set to the actual R-Roll. In Figure 4.3, $\lambda_{eye}$ changes from 0° to 180°. The four curves in Figure 4.3 are for four values of $\alpha^{ECS}_{eye}$ and $\beta^{ECS}_{eye}$. These values were selected to span the full range of expected angular offsets between the optical and visual axes in adults. The curve for $\alpha^{ECS}_{eye} = 3.0°$ and $\beta^{ECS}_{eye} = 1.5°$ shows the expected effects of the R-Roll angle on the estimated direction of the visual axis for an average adult human eye. For an average eye, during an orientation change of the mobile device from landscape to portrait ($\lambda_{eye} = 90°$) the value of $\delta$ is 4.7°.

If the eye is at a distance of 30cm from the display this orientation change would result in a PoG estimation error of approximately 2.5cm, or more than one third the display-width of a typical smart phone. Figure 4.3 also shows that individuals with larger offsets between the optical and visual axes are expected to have larger differences between the directions of their estimated visual axis ($\delta$) due to R-Roll. Moreover, the change in $\delta$ is approximately linear for a large range of R-Roll angle values, $\lambda_{eye}$. The relatively modest slopes of the lines in Figure 4.3 (1/50 to 1/11), indicate that the sensitivity of $\delta$
to errors in the estimation of $\lambda_{eye}$ is small.

Estimates generated by the head tracker are used to a) determine the rough position of regions in
the face that include the eyes and b) in estimating the compensation for the role angle. For (a) the
regions are so large that the performance of the head-tracker will not affect the accuracy of the gaze
estimation. For the compensation of errors due to roll. For an average eye, a 1° error in the estimation
of head roll (this will be translated to 1° error in $\lambda_{eye}$) will affect the estimation of the direction of the
visual axis by only 0.04°. Therefore small errors in the estimation of $\lambda_{eye}$, through the use of a head
tracker, can slightly increase the average gaze estimation error when the true R-Roll is zero. However if
the magnitude of the relative-roll increases to, for example, to 45° the overall gaze error will be improved
by nearly 2° (as shown in Figure 4.3).

The theoretical analysis presented in this section suggests that not accounting for R-Roll in mobile
eye trackers can significantly increase PoG estimation errors. In addition, it suggests that PoG estimates
are insensitive to noise in the estimation of the R-Roll value itself. This property is essential because
the practical methods for estimating R-Roll (discussed in Section 4.5) are noisy. Before discussing those
methods, the following sections discuss experiments that were used to validate the model predictions.

### 4.3 Experimental Procedure

We conducted a study with four subjects to validate the predictions of the model-based gaze estimation
method in the presence of R-Roll that was developed in Section 4.1. The four subjects looked at targets
on the display of a mobile device while the R-Roll angle was set to one of three angles, 0°, 45°, and 90°.
The mobile device that we used in the experiments was LittleBoy, the prototype that was provided by
Huawei (Figure 3.1), and is described in Section 3.1.2.

Recall that our eye-tracking system has the following components: a head and facial feature tracker,
a feature extractor, and a gaze estimation model. The feature extractor that we use for this experiment
is the rule-based version described later in Section 5.2. The details of the feature extractor are not yet
relevant as the experiment is designed to explicitly minimize the impact of the feature extractor on the
results. Our goal is not to evaluate the performance of the eye-tracker but rather to validate the effect of
R-Roll on accuracy of gaze estimation. We present a complete evaluation of the eye-tracker in realistic
scenarios in Chapter 6. During this experiment, we placed the subject’s head on a stationary chinrest
and the smartphone in a firm rotating stand 30 centimetres away. The chinrest and device stand act to
minimize sources of errors that are associated with head or device movements. Using a chinrest in this
way allows us to isolate the change in gaze estimates due only to R-Roll between the subject and the
device.

We collected four videos from each of the four subjects (16 videos in total) while setting the R-Roll
between the device and subject to a known angle – by rotating the device while leaving the subject’s head
upright. During the recording of each video, subjects were instructed to look at five targets on display
for 50 frames each. The first video was used to determine subject-specific eye parameters that included
$\alpha_{ECS_{eye}}$ and $\beta_{ECS_{eye}}$. These parameters, along with the amount of R-Roll (fixed for each experiment),
and the method described in Section 4.1 were used to estimate the PoGs in the three following videos.
Recall that the R-Roll angles for these three videos are 0°, 45° and 90° from the orientation during the
calibration video as seen in Figure 4.4.

We estimate the PoG for each frame using one of two methods: Method 1 sets $\lambda_{eye}$ to 0°, for all test
Calibration Targets  Estimation Targets 0°  Estimation Targets 45°  Estimation Targets 90°

**Figure 4.4: Calibration and Estimation Targets**

Average Gaze Error (mm) | Average Gaze Error (degrees)
--- | ---
Subject | Method | R-Roll = 0° | R-Roll = 45° | R-Roll = 90° | R-Roll = 0° | R-Roll = 45° | R-Roll = 90°
01 | 2 | 5.07 | 4.7 | 5.05 | 0.96 | 0.89 | 0.96
 | 1 | 4.91 | 11.11 | 15.96 | 0.93 | 2.12 | 2.75
02 | 2 | 3.73 | 4.55 | 5.18 | 0.71 | 0.86 | 0.98
 | 1 | 3.52 | 9.08 | 14.39 | 0.67 | 1.73 | 2.74
03 | 2 | 3.15 | 4.77 | 4.12 | 0.60 | 0.91 | 0.78
 | 1 | 3.14 | 11.91 | 18.42 | 0.59 | 2.27 | 3.51
04 | 2 | 7.23 | 5.94 | 10.05 | 1.38 | 1.13 | 1.91
 | 1 | 7.31 | 15.44 | 24.66 | 1.39 | 2.94 | 4.69
Average | 2 | 4.80 | 4.99 | 6.10 | 0.92 | 0.95 | 1.16
 | 1 | 4.72 | 11.88 | 18.36 | 0.90 | 2.26 | 3.50

Table 4.1: Gaze estimation errors for R-Roll angles of 0°, 45° and 90°. In Method 1 λ<sub>eye</sub> set to 0° when estimating the PoG while in Method 2 λ<sub>eye</sub> set to the measured R-Roll from the head tracker.

Comparing the results of the two methods provides a direct estimate of the improvement in the accuracy of the estimates by the model when the actual R-Roll angle is used in the calculations. Both methods use the identical estimates of pupil center and corneal reflection locations because we generated those results through off-line processing of the same recorded videos. Therefore, we can ensure that the only difference between the PoG estimates of the two methods is associated with the use of the R-Roll angle in the computation. The PoG estimation results are quantified by generating the average estimation error for each sample video.

First, for each fixation target, we calculate the average absolute distance between each PoG estimate and the position of the associated target. Then we average the values generated for each of the five fixation targets.

### 4.4 Model Validation

Figure 4.5a and 4.5b show the PoG estimates of one subject (subject 2) when the R-Roll angle is 90°. Figure 4.5a shows the PoG estimates using Method 1 (λ<sub>eye</sub> set to 0°) and Figure 4.5b shows estimates using Method 2 (λ<sub>eye</sub> is set to the correct value of 90°). The crosses in each figure shows the location of the targets, and the scatter plot of dots are the estimated PoGs. When Figure 4.5a and 4.5b are compared it is clear that when the estimated R-Roll angle is used in the calculations of the PoG the accuracy of the PoG estimation improves.
Figure 4.5: Gaze estimates for subject 02 at 30cm device distance and $\lambda_{\text{eye}} = 90^\circ$. The 5 crosses represent the fixation points. The point $[0,0]$ is the center of the display.

Table 4.2: Predicted and measured differences between PoG estimations when the R-Roll angle is used in the computation of the PoG (Method 2) and when it is assumed to be 0 (Method 1)
Table 4.1 presents the average PoG estimation errors for each of the four subjects at three R-Roll angles (0°, 45° and 90°). The column labeled Method indicates if Method 1 or Method 2 were used in the estimation of the PoG. The results show that the average error for Method 2 is approximately 1 degree and that the magnitude of the errors for the three roll angles is similar. The average error increased by 3.2% (0.92° to 0.95°) when the R-Roll angle changed from 0° to 45° and by 26% (0.92° to 1.16°) when the R-Roll angle changed from 0° to 90°.

When Method 1 (i.e. λ_{eye} = 0) was used for the computation of the PoG, the average error increased significantly. The average PoG error increased by 251% (0.90° to 2.26°) when the R-Roll angle was changed from 0° to 45° and by 389% (0.90° to 3.50°) when the R-Roll angle was changed from 0° to 90°.

To highlight the importance of using the R-Roll angle in the estimation of the PoG in mobile-device-based eye tracking systems (i.e., limited screen sizes) consider a metric that describes the radius of a circle that includes 95% of the PoG estimates around a fixation target. When Method 2 is used for a 90° relative roll, 95% of the estimates are within a radius of 12mm from the fixation target. When Method 1 is used for 90° relative roll, the 95% enclosing radius is much larger, at 28mm. If one assumes that for applications that use gaze-selection, reliable operation requires that 95% of the estimates are associated with the intended fixation target, the use of Method 2 will allow 45 distinct fixation targets on a 5 inch display while Method 1 would allow for only 8 distinct fixation targets.

Table 4.2 shows, for each of the four subjects, differences in PoG estimation when λ_{eye} is set to 0° in the computation of the PoG and when λ_{eye} is set to the R-Roll angle. The Table also provides the differences computed by our error estimation model, δ_{theory}, (derived as δ in Section 4.2, equation 4.17) and the experimentally measured differences, δ_{measured}. The last row of the Table gives the absolute difference between δ_{measured} and δ_{theory} for each R-Roll angle. The average error between the measured and predicted differences is 0.28° which is approximately 15% of the average measured differences (1.82°). This suggests that the model in Section 4.1 can be used to accurately determine the PoG when the R-Roll angle changes.

The data in Table 4.2 gives a sense of errors as a function of α_{eye} and β_{eye} of the subject. The first two lines of the table gives each subject’s α_{eye} and β_{eye}. As predicted by equation 4.17, the magnitude of the measured differences is correlated with the magnitude of the offset between the optical and visual axes (α_{ECS} and β_{ECS}), with a correlation factor of 0.89 at a R-Roll angle of 90°.

We hypothesize that the small differences we do observe between δ_{theory} and δ_{measured} are due to inaccurate estimates the subject’s specific eye parameters α_{ECS} and β_{ECS} during the calibration procedure. Errors in estimating eye features in the calibration videos combined with the proximity of calibration targets on a small mobile display increase the estimation error of the calibration parameters. It follows that if the feature extractor did a poor job estimating eye features, calibration parameters would be inaccurate and PoG estimation errors are likely also large. Therefore we can use outlier PoG estimation errors to indicate inaccurate calibration parameter estimation.

For subjects 01 and 02, the average gaze estimation error is small, which indicates that estimated subject-specific eye parameters were relatively accurate. For these subjects, the expected and observed changes in gaze estimations due to R-Roll are relatively small (less than 0.25°). For subject four, the average gaze estimation error is double the amount of the others, which indicates that estimated subject-specific eye-parameters were relatively inaccurate. The expected and observed changes due to R-Roll are much larger (1° when R-Roll was 90°) for this subject. These results suggest that the calibration
procedure with small screen mobile eye trackers is vulnerable to errors.

In the above experiments the R-Roll of the devices and therefore $\lambda_{eye}$ were known precisely and did not need to be estimated. In a more realistic scenario $\lambda_{eye}$ must be estimated in real time, which can be done a few different ways.

### 4.5 Estimation of R-Roll, $\lambda_{eye}$

A parameter that also affects the accuracy of the estimated PoG in smart-phone-based eye-tracking systems is the accuracy of the measured R-Roll angle, $\lambda_{eye}$. Recall that R-Roll is the relative roll of the device and the eye. This is needed to transform some parameters from the ECS to the DCS. In general, to obtain an accurate measurements of the R-Roll angle in all circumstances, one could measure the rotation of iris structures in images from the camera [169] directly. This technique can provide accurate estimates of the R-Roll regardless of the root cause for the relative movements, whether it is device rotation, head rotation, ocular counter roll [170] or torsional eye movements that are governed by Listing’s law [171] (these are rotations in the plane orthogonal to the visual axis as a function of gaze direction). This method, however, is impractical for current-generation mobile devices because of insufficient resolution to detect iris robust patterns in images from the front-facing cameras.

Without the ability to directly estimate the retinal roll of the eye with respect to the DCS, less optimal solutions can be used. The R-Roll angle can be decomposed approximately as a combination of the head tilt angle with respect to the WCS and the eye’s ocular counter-roll (OCR) [170]. Activation of the gravity sensors in the inner ear generates reflexes that act to maintain posture and gaze, and OCR is an example of such a reflex. OCR is a non-linear function of head-tilt, and it varies between subjects, but its gain is at most 0.1 [170]. This means that a head tilt of 10° with respect to gravity would never result in more than 1° of OCR (and for most subjects much less).

We first consider the estimation of R-Roll with a simplifying assumption of a seated upright subject. This condition minimizes the tilt of the head with respect to gravity which minimizes the effect of OCR. Later we relax this assumption.

#### 4.5.1 Upright Head Tilt

The previous experiment minimized OCR impact on R-Roll angle with a chinrest. The chinrest keeps the head upright and prevents head tilt with respect to gravity during the experiment. During real-world use of the eye tracker however, it is not unreasonable to assume a subject is sitting or standing with their head approximately upright with respect to gravity, even if the hand-held device can rotate significantly. In this scenario, R-Roll is mostly captured by roll of the device with respect to the head. This can be estimated from a head-tracker that provides estimates of the head orientation in the DCS (accurate to 1-2° [168]).

Only a minor component of the R-Roll would be from the OCR associated with unintentionally head tilts of 5-10°. If the value of the R-Roll angle for this situation is estimated based on the measurement from the head tracker alone the overall error would be no higher than 3°. For the range of possible offsets between the optical and visual axis (Figure 4.3), a 3° error in the estimation of $\lambda_{eye}$ would change the PoG estimation by only 0.06° to 0.27°. Estimating $\lambda_{eye}$ using only the head orientation therefore seems reasonable for a subject with an expected upright head.
4.5.2 Any Head Tilt

When the subject’s head is not assumed to be upright, and head-tilt can change significantly during the experiment, the R-Roll angle between the eye-tracker and the eyes could be significantly affected by OCR if only using head tracker to estimate R-Roll. A subject who changes posture from standing or sitting to lying horizontally (which is a head tilt change of $90^\circ$), could exhibit an OCR of as much as $9^\circ$. If the value of the R-Roll angle for this situation was estimated based on the measurement of head-tilt from the head tracker alone, the overall error in $\lambda_{\text{eye}}$ could be as high as $10^\circ$. For the range of possible offsets between the optical and visual axes (Figure 4.3), a $10^\circ$ error in the estimation of $\lambda_{\text{eye}}$ would change the PoG estimation by $0.2^\circ$ to $0.9^\circ$, a significant source of error.

An approach for estimating the R-Roll when the head is not presumed to be upright would be to create a model that describes the typical OCR as a function of head tilt with respect to gravity. In this approach, the orientation of the mobile device relative to gravity would be estimated using the accelerometer. Then the orientation of the head relative to the device would be measured by the head tracker. When combined, they can estimate the tilt of the head relative to gravity and the expected OCR generated from the model. $\lambda_{\text{eye}}$ is generated by subtracting the estimated OCR from the head tracker measured head-tilt.

Unfortunately, the primary mobile device used in this work, the infrared prototype provided by Huawei, does not include a built-in accelerometer. As a result, we estimate the R-Roll between the device and the eye with the less accurate head tracker only method. On a commercial device, this would not be a limitation. As a result, we conducted no experiments with the subject lying down or otherwise exhibiting large intentional head tilt with respect to gravity.

The next chapter describes methods to accurately locate the input eye features (pupil center and corneal reflections) from the camera images so that we can provide robust input to our updated mobile-friendly gaze estimation model.
Chapter 5

Pupil Center and Corneal Reflection Feature Extraction

In this chapter, we discuss the feature extraction front end of our eye-tracking system. The feature extractor refers to the algorithms that estimate the location of the pupil center and corneal reflection eye features, given localized eye region windows as input. These are used in the model back-end, as discussed in the previous chapter.

The feature extraction process implicitly contains both regression and classification tasks. The classification task identifies which eye regions contain all required features. If the pupil is significantly occluded or a corneal reflection is missing, it indicates that the eye-tracking procedure should not proceed for the current eye region. The regression task produces estimates of the two corneal reflection and pupil center locations estimates. Robust and accurate estimation of eye features is a critical requirement for an accurate eye tracker.

The feature extraction methods developed in this work evolved from being a rule-based custom algorithm into a hierarchy of CNNs; we present both approaches in this Chapter. First, however, we begin with an overview of the dataset we generated to evaluate our feature extractor because understanding its properties illuminates the type of image variability we expect to encounter in a mobile eye tracker.

5.1 Dataset

In Section 2.2 we described principal causes of variability in eye images used for testing rule-based featured extraction techniques on head-mounted systems. The key issues for those systems are sun-light and environmental reflections that interfere with the eye-trackers eye images when the system is exposed to day-light illumination and estimation errors for large gaze angles. These issues are not as prominent in the mobile context as gaze-angles are small due to the size and the position of the screen of the cell-phone relative to the user’s eyes. Also, the environmental reflections are minimal for our intended use case of a willing participant indoors. The image variability we expect in a smartphone environment comes mainly from the relative position and orientation changes between the device and the subjects face. There can also be higher variability because of the (possibly) weaker contrast between the pupil and iris, which is caused by limited illumination power and a noisier camera sensor.
Position Range | Orientation Range
---|---
$x_{HCS}$ | -10cm to +10cm
$y_{HCS}$ | -25cm to +5cm
$z_{HCS}$ | +15cm to +40cm
$\omega$ (pitch) | -15° to +30°
$\phi$ (yaw) | -30° to +30°
$\kappa$ (roll) | -45° to +45°

Table 5.1: Range of Device Positions and Orientations

5.1.1 Smartphone Position and Orientation Ranges

The motivation of this work allows us to place some constraints on acceptable device positions with respect to the face and eyes. We assume that the subject is sitting on a coach, or on a chair at a desk or table, in an indoor environment and is a willing participant. Within these constraints, there is still a wide range of distances and angles one could naturally hold the device in which we would want our system to maintain its accuracy.

We reference the device coordinate system (described in Chapter 4) to describe this range of device positions and orientations and introduce a new head coordinate system (HCS). The HCS is a right-handed 3D-Cartesian coordinate system whose $x_{head}$ is co-linear with the line connecting the center of the eyes, $y_{head}$ bisects the face vertically, and the xy-plane is coincident with the plane of the face. The $z_{head}$ axis is perpendicular to the face pointing towards the mobile device, and the origin is the bridge of the nose between the eyes.

The smartphone ‘position’ is the location of the origin of the DCS with respect to the HCS. The smartphone orientation is the yaw ($\omega$), pitch ($\phi$) and roll ($\kappa$) angle of device relative to a cardinal orientation in which $z_{device}^{HCS}$ intersects with the origin of the HCS and $y_{device}^{HCS}$ is collinear with $y_{head}^{HCS}$. Table 5.1 presents the acceptable operating range of positions that we define in this work. Through instruction to the subjects we kept the device position and orientation to approximately within the ranges given in Table 5.1 during the collection of the dataset. Most of these ranges are set to keep the subject’s head within the field of view of the camera.

Here we describe the more specific reasons for the choices in Table 5.1. When interacting with a smartphone, it is natural for the device and face to end up approximately coplanar with the device and below the eye line. More specifically, the device is typically centered in $x^{HCS}$, slightly negative in $y^{HCS}$, has a minimal yaw angle $\omega$, and a slightly positive pitch angle ($\phi$) to point back up towards the eyes. A minimal roll angle $\kappa$ is imposed during data set collection to keep the device in landscape mode. Finally, the distance between the device and the head ($z^{HCS}$) can vary widely. We limited the distance to a range from 15 to 40 centimeters based on personal experience. When collecting data, we used the ranges in Table 5.1 as soft constraints. The experimenter would intervene to correct only if the subject’s held the device significantly outside these ranges such that is was apparent by visual inspection. In practice, when subjects were instructed to hold the device anywhere they felt is comfortable, the intervention happened only 4-5 times during the collection of thousands of samples.

In the remainder of this thesis, when we speak of the robustness of the feature extractor or the eye tracker, what we mean is that it maintains a given level of performance when the relative position between the device and the subject’s face changes, but stays within the ranges given in Table 5.1. An eye tracker that works well when $\kappa$ is 0° but not 20°, or an eye tracker that works well when $z_{DCS}$ is 20cm but not 30cm, is not a robust mobile eye-tracker.

The feature extractor design of a mobile eye tracker should account for large changes in the appearance
of the eye regions when the position and orientation changes of the hand-held device changes. This large position variability creates a wide range of possible feature sizes captured by the front-facing camera during an eye-tracking session. Assuming a typical human pupil diameter (2-8mm) moving within the typical distances one may hold the phone (15-40cm) implies that the diameter of the pupil can vary an order of magnitude. High variability in the pupil size makes it less desirable to use the datasets collected from head-mounted systems, or to use the algorithms found in [118, 119]. These datasets (while very challenging) do not represent the distribution of images that we expect from mobile devices. The associated algorithms implicitly make decisions based on the smaller expected pupil size variability and higher resolution images because the camera system is a fixed distance from the subjects’ eyes. Thus it was necessary to collect a new infrared mobile eye region dataset and to build a new feature extractor for it.

5.1.2 Collection Methodology

As described above, there is no public dataset that adequately matches our use case and the desired eye region image distributions, and so it was necessary to collect one. The dataset consists of infrared images of eyes captured by our prototype smartphone (which was described in Section 3.1.2) using a sample collection app we developed. For each eye region the eye features are hand labeled. We used the following procedure to generate the dataset in which 2000 face images (4000 eye regions) were collected and labeled from 100 participants. Each participant was given the device and asked to position it anywhere that they felt comfortable holding a phone and look at a single target on the display while a single image of their face was captured. The target was positioned at a random location on the screen before each image was taken. The sole purpose of this target was to encourage the subject to look at the screen and not at the experimenter or elsewhere in the environment during data capture. Its location is not used for gaze estimation in any capacity (although it was recorded).

Then the subject was given five seconds to re-position the device and repeat the same procedure before the next image was captured. The positioning and re-positioning of the device resulted in a variety of relative distance and orientations of the device and the participants’ heads. This process repeated twenty times for each subject, resulting in 20 infrared images of their face captured by the front facing camera. During the 20 image collection process a random set of 6 frame indexes are generated for the purpose of artificially increasing the number of invalid eye regions in the dataset. When capturing these specific frames either one or both of the infrared LEDs (chosen at random) are disabled resulting in eye regions unsuitable for the gaze estimation model used in this work. For the other 14 frames both LEDs were enabled. The orchestration of the LEDs in this fashion was done automatically by the samples collections app.

Both features that our model requires, the pupil center and corneal reflections, are low dimensionality simple geometric shapes viewed from a distance under 50cm and relatively on axis. As a result the number of examples required to adequately model and estimate their positions will be considerably less than other approaches which require modeling all of the variance in the whole eye region. We will demonstrate in the end-to-end eye tracking results in Chapter 6 that the front-end feature estimation performance achieved with only 4000 labeled eye regions samples was enough to produce state of the art mobile eye tracking results. The collection and labeling of many more data (e.g., 10 times more) might improve the robustness and accuracy of the system.
5.1.3 Labeling

A human annotator was responsible for labeling each of the 2000 face images captured in the previous step. Labelling occurred in two stages; a classification stage and then a feature location stage.

Class Labeling

In the first stage each eye region is labeled with either a valid eye or an invalid eye class label. As discussed earlier in this chapter an eye region is considered ‘invalid’ if the pupil is significantly occluded, a corneal reflection is missing, or the image is exhibiting significant motion blur. Invalid eye regions can naturally occur during a blink or when images are captured during large device motion. Examples of eye regions labeled as valid and invalid are shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.1 respectively. The class distribution between valid and invalid eye regions in the 2000 captured images is approximately balanced, with 55% valid and 45% invalid. In many cases eye regions are either clearly valid or clearly invalid by the criteria mentioned above. Qualitatively approximately 1-2% of eye regions were difficult for the human annotator to classify. These cases require a judgement as to what is too much occlusion or too much motion blur. There is not a right or wrong answer here but it is important to highlight the existence of such cases and their approximate frequency. The upper accuracy limit of any classification algorithm applied to this dataset will be limited by this frequency.

Feature Labeling

In the second stage, the location of the pupil center and both corneal reflections were labeled for each of the valid eye region. To label the pupil center the annotator first clicks on 10 points along the pupil-iris boundary. These 10 boundary points are used to fit a pupil ellipse with a least squared optimization in a OpenCV [173] computer vision and image processing library. The center of the fitted ellipse is recorded as the ground truth pupil center location for our dataset.

After the pupil is labeled the two corneal reflection locations are labeled by the annotator with a single click. As most corneal reflections are very small, with a radius of 1-2 pixels, a single click is all that is feasible for estimating their locations. Single click estimation introduces significant quantization errors associated with mapping a continuously varying real center location with an integer [x,y] pixel location produced by a click. In ideal circumstances this quantization error results in an average labeling error of ±0.25 pixels in both the x and y direction (or an average error magnitude of 0.35 pixels).

Figure 5.2 illustrates valid eye regions for which the features were annotated. As expected there is significant feature size variability in the 2000 face images that were captured. The pupil radius range from 4 to 28 pixels, and the corneal reflection radius range is 1 to 12 pixels.
5.1.4 Eye Region Dataset Generation

The final step in the dataset generation process is to create collections of eye regions from the face images with labeled eye features described previously. This is because the input to the feature extractors discussed in this Chapter are localized eye region windows like those shown in Figure 5.3 and not the full face images directly captured by the camera.

The eye region only datasets were constructed by taking 10 fixed size crops around each of labeled eye locations in the full face images. Each crop around the same eye location would vary the relative placement of the pupil center within that window under the constraint that both corneal reflections and the pupil must be contained in the windows for valid regions. The 10 specific crop locations were generated randomly from the set of all possible crop locations for a specific eye region that meets these constraints. By taking 10 fixed size crops per eye location instead of one each dataset was artificially increased from 4000 to 40000 samples.

Using this procedure a total of four eye region datasets were generated which differ only in the fixed crop size that was used for the eye windows; 64x64, 96x96, 128x128, and 256x256 pixels (as seen in Figure 5.3). By having datasets with different crop sizes, we can evaluate some tradeoffs between computational cost and feature estimation or classification accuracy.

Each of these four eye region datasets were then split into training and validation subsets containing
80% and 20% of the total number of samples respectively. We ensured that all the eye regions of any specific subject were in one of these two subsets and not split between them. There are more challenging eye region datasets presented in other works but none that are from infrared smartphones with the same level of feature size variance, illumination variance, and motion blur as presented here.

The end goal of this work is to approach the gaze estimation performance of desktop eye-tracking systems such as those presented in [4], which will require sub-pixel feature estimation accuracy. Using these datasets, we first attempted to make rule-based feature extractor with sub-pixel accuracy and then switched to a CNN-based feature extractor.

The final metric we are concerned with however is not the feature extractor performance but rather than end-to-end eye-tracking gaze estimation performance, which we discuss in Chapter 6.

5.2 Rule-Based Feature Extractor

The large size and contrast variability in our dataset constrain the types of techniques used for estimating the eye features. The general goals and constraints we tried to obey, to enhance the robustness and applicability of the results are:

1. minimize parameters that encode the expected size of the pupil.
2. minimize dependence on a consistent or stable pupil or iris intensity.
3. computationally efficient enough to run in real-time on a smartphone.

This section describes the algorithm developed to meet these goals.

In exploring different algorithms, we were unable to find a single feature extraction algorithm that provided robust estimates of the pupil center, in terms of the fraction of frames that the pupil center estimates the required achieved sub-pixel accuracy. Instead, our solution was to employ two different simple feature extraction approaches and to accept only estimates when both approaches agree. Each algorithm is prone to occasional gross estimation failures, but it is unlikely for these errors to be consistent for both approaches. Conversely, if both techniques produce similar estimates for the pupil center and radius, we can be relatively confident that we found an authentic feature. This dual-mode approach lowers the likelihood of a significant gaze estimation error but comes at the cost of increasing the likelihood of outright failure in processing a specific eye region (and therefore producing no downstream gaze estimation output).

We begin by describing the pre-processing steps we employed before the dual-mode consensus-based approach. Then we discuss the two approaches for the estimation of the pupil center, which we call Edgle Voting and Flat Fill. Finally, we discuss a relatively simple corneal reflection location estimation procedure.

5.2.1 Eye Region Image Pre-Processing

Before estimating the pupil, a pre-processing step is performed to reduce noise, sharpen edges, and remove corneal reflections. Figure 5.4 illustrates these pre-processing steps on a candidate image at two eye region crop sizes, 64x64 and 256x256 pixels.
The first stage, (seen in Figure 5.4b and 5.4f), uses a 3x3 Gaussian smoothing operator \cite{174} to reduce noise. Gaussian smoothing refers to convolving the image with a normalized 2D Gaussian kernel generated using Equation 5.1.

\[ G(x, y) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]  

(5.1)

Applying this operator has the effect of reducing the images high frequency content because the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is another Gaussian. We explored more complicated denoising techniques such as anisotropic diffusion \cite{175} and non-local means \cite{176}. Subjectively these did produce more visually appealing images but had little impact on final pupil estimation accuracy. The sharpening stage (seen in Figure 5.4c and 5.4g) uses a standard Laplacian sharpening algorithm \cite{177}. The final stage (seen in Figure 5.4d and 5.4h) applies large kernel (11x11) erosion and dilation morphological operators. The erosion operator computes each pixel in the new image as the minimum intensity value found in an NxN window around that location in the input image. This has the effect of removing corneal reflections as they are brighter than their local surroundings. As a side effect, the pupil diameter increases, and so the opposite dilation operation is then performed to rectify this.

![Pre-processing steps](image)

Figure 5.4: Pre-processing steps

All three pre-processing stages illustrated in Figure 5.4 are stored during the feature extraction processes and used independently as inputs to various downstream algorithms.

### 5.2.2 Edgel Voting

The first step in this approach is to differentiate the pre-processed image in both the horizontal and vertical directions, using standard 3x3 Sobel operators \cite{178}, to produces edgels at every pixel. An edgel consists of the direction and magnitude of the local gradient at a specific pixel in an input image. Edgels
with large gradient magnitudes are potential candidate locations for points on the pupil-iris boundary
(the gradient of the iris-sclera boundary has a lower magnitude in infrared images).

The edgels produced are then used with a decomposed Hough transform [179] to find the largest and
highest contrast circular boundary of the eye region. This approach estimates a circle boundary with
the following steps:

1. Create an accumulator space with one cell for each pixel in image.
2. For each edgel, identify all cells which could be the center of a circle with a boundary point at that
   edgel.
3. Increment cells identified in the previous step by the magnitude of the associated edgel gradient.
4. Estimate the center of the circle as the local maximum in the accumulator space.
5. Estimate the radius of the circle as the average distance between the center and each edgel which
   voted for it.

This approach differs from a traditional circle Hough transform in a few ways. First we operate
on every edgel, not just edgels with gradient magnitudes above a certain threshold. Since the contrast
between the pupil and iris for our mobile images can, in practice, vary widely and this removes the need
to pick a static (or generate a dynamic) edgel selection threshold.

Next, the accumulator space is incremented by the magnitude of the edgel gradient instead of by
one. This allows edgels at stronger edges in the image (such as the pupil-iris boundary) to automatically
have a larger influence on the selection of the center of the estimated circle.

Finally, we use the direction of the edgel gradient to reduces the dimensionality of populating the
accumulator space. Points along the circumference of a circle have gradient directions which point
towards center of that circle. Therefore all candidate pupil centers for an edgel will only exist on the line
that extends from the edgel in the direction of the gradient. When populating the accumulator space for
each edgel our algorithm only needs to iterate over a one dimensional line in the direction of the edgel
gradient. a visual representation of each of the stages discussed here can be seen in Figure 5.5.

The length of this line is a parameter in our algorithm (in pixels), which should be somewhere in
between the radius of the pupil and the radius of the iris. The length of this line represents the maximum
possible circle radius which the algorithm can, in principle, output. If the accumulator uses a length that
is less than the radius of the pupil, the algorithm will not succeed in finding the center of the pupil. If
the accumulator uses a length that is much larger than the pupil radius, it becomes possible to find other
larger circular features such as the iris. However, since the ‘true’ pupil-iris gradient has high gradient
magnitudes, edgels along that boundary vote with higher weight making the true pupil center the most
likely output of this algorithm.

We set the length of the lines casts by each edgel in the accumulator space to be equal the radius of the
largest pupil we expect to see for images captured from LittleBoy (our infrared prototype smartphone).
Using the field of view of the camera, a minimum reasonable subject to device distance of 15cm, the
largest expected human pupil size of 8mm radius, and the resolution of the camera, we can compute
the radius in pixels of the largest pupil we would expect to see. Such a computation yields a 38-pixel
radius, which is the value we used in this work. Practically speaking, this turned out to be a reasonable
choice as the dataset we collected from 100 subjects, detailed in Section 5.1, which was used to evaluate
both of our feature extractors, had pupils which ranged from 4-pixel radius to a maximum of a 34-pixel radius.

Using our edgel voting algorithm we generate one estimate for the pupil center in a given eye region. Then using a separate flat fill method we attempt to confirm this result.

![Edgel voting steps](image)

5.2.3 Flat Fill

The second simple pupil estimation technique that we use is a threshold-based flat fill algorithm that finds connected clusters of pixels that are at or below a given intensity threshold. As the pupil does not reflect infrared light, it should be the darkest region of eye.

In this stage, we generate a seed location from the pupil center using the output of the previous stage, and a seed threshold is selected as a small fixed offset above the intensity value at that location. A flat fill with that seed and threshold generates the first candidate connected component pupil, as shown in Figure 5.6. That connected component region is then successively expanded by increasing the flat fill threshold by small fixed intensity steps and appending new surrounding pixels. At each step, we compute the ratio of the area of the connected component to the area of a circle whose circumference is equal to the perimeter of the connected component (this is known as the Polsby-Popper compactness measure \([180]\)). A connected component Polsby-Popper score falls within the range of \([0,1]\), and a score closer to 1 indicates a more compact and more circular region. The termination criteria for this expanding flat fill process is when the Polsby-Popper score decreases. This will happen when the threshold increases above the iris intensity, and the connected component region begins to bleed out from the pupil into the iris.

This pupil estimation method requires a seed location inside the pupil, which, in our case, is generated from the edgel voting method. Otherwise, it makes no assumptions about the size of the pupil or the strength of the pupil-iris boundary gradient (both of which can vary significantly as a function of the environment and the subject, among other factors).

The two pupil methods for determining the location of the centre of the pupil, generated by the edgel voting method and flat fill method respectively, are then compared for similarity. If both candidate
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5.2.4 Corneal Reflections

If the pupil was found using the approaches described above, the final step involves finding the two required corneal reflections in the denoised and sharpened version of the input image produced during the pre-processing phase.

The location process relies on the fact that the maximum pixel intensities inside the corneal reflections...
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saturate the image sensor over a wide range of distances. Given this fact, we find corneal reflection
candidates by locating all of the connected component regions with an intensity above a fixed intensity
threshold. Doing so often produces only two connected components (if the corneal reflections are, in
fact, visible). If it finds fewer than two connected components, the overall feature extraction is deemed
to fail. If it finds two or more, the slope of a line which connects the centers of each pair is determined.
The expected slope between the two corneal reflections in the image is defined by the geometry of the
physical locations of the infrared LEDs in relation to the camera (as defined in the physical system
configuration file) on the device. Therefore we can filter candidate corneal reflection pairs by selecting
the pair with a slope closest to the expected slope. If no candidate pairs define a slope within \( \pm 7.5^\circ \)
of the expected slope the process fails and the corneal reflection were not found.

Section 5.5 will provide results from the rule-based feature extractor described in this section, and
its use in a mobile eye-tracking system. However, as we will demonstrate later in this Chapter, machine
learning techniques can produce more accurate and more reliable feature estimation results and, by
extension, better gaze estimation results.

5.3 Machine Learning-Based Feature Extractor

Our machine learning based feature extractor consists of a hierarchy of multiple independently trained
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs, outlined in Section 2.2.2). One of the CNNs operates explicitly
as a classifier, and the others estimate feature locations. The classifier network determines if both corneal
reflections are visible and that the pupil is not significantly occluded (such as it would be when a subject
blinks). If this network determines that the eye region is 'valid', several independent position estimation
networks determine the location of each of the required features.

The classifier and position estimation networks use similar CNN based architectures, and are illus-
trated in Figure 5.8. They contain convolutional layers (with batch normalization and optional pooling)
followed by fully-connected dense layers. Within this base architecture, there are many configurable
hyper-parameters (see Table 5.2), but the main difference between the networks is the output layer, the
loss function, and the encoding of the ground truth. The discussion below, for both the classifier and
position estimation networks, focuses on these differences.
5.3.1 Eye Complex Classifier

The Eye Complex classifier is responsible for determining if an image of an eye region contains two corneal reflections and a pupil. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 illustrate examples of valid and invalid eye region images. The output layer for the classifier, shown in Figure 5.9, extends the base architecture with a fully connected layer containing two neurons, one for each of the two classes: invalid or valid. This is followed by a softmax function to generate the probability that the given image belongs to either class. The ground truth for each training sample is a one-hot encoded vector indicating the class of the sample as either a valid eye region or an invalid region. A cross-entropy function that sums the log of the difference between each predicted class probability and the ground truth is used as the loss function. This architecture is a standard approach in image classification [181] and is not novel to our work. If the network classifies an eye region as invalid, no additional processing is performed, and the subsequent frame is processed. Otherwise, the next step is to determine the locations of the pupil center and the two corneal reflections.

5.3.2 Feature Estimator

The position estimation networks are crucial for achieving high accuracy and robust mobile eye-tracking. A standard approach to position estimation is the construction of a regression network, as illustrated in Figure 5.10a. In this approach, we extend the base architecture with a two neuron fully connected layer representing a predicted \([x, y]\) relative location of the feature in the input image. For example, an inference output of \([0.5, 0.5]\) would indicate the feature was in the center of the input image. The ground truth for each training sample is the human-labeled relative \([x, y]\) location of the feature. The objective function for training a single network minimizes the Euclidean distance between the prediction location and the ground truth. At a higher level, we care about selecting a network that optimizes the accuracy of the position determination while being constrained by the computational and memory footprint limitations imposed by the desire to operate in real-time on a smartphone (without hardware neural network accelerators). Two factors that play an important role are the design of the output layer and the choice of the input image crop size.

Input Image Crop and Regression Hierarchy

The input image size plays a vital role in attaining both high accuracy and computationally efficient position estimation networks. It is important to avoid down-sampling the input image to achieve the highest accuracy, because of the reduction in spatial resolution. A direct, unscaled, crop of the original image near the eye region should be used to maximize accuracy. Figure 5.3 shows four examples of crop sizes that we explored when training our pupil center estimator.
We explored several crop-sizes and determined that a smaller input image size (a tighter crop around the eye region) results in less overall computation and produces (as shown later in Section 5.4) a more accurate estimate of the pupil center. However, the tighter crop requires that the system must already know approximately where the pupil center is. To solve this problem, we used a sequence of small CNNs to focus in on the rough pupil-center position successively.

These rough pupil locator networks do not need maximal accuracy and so, we trade accuracy for speed/computational effort by using down sampled inputs and accepting the loss in spatial resolution. For example, a 256x256 pixel eye region crop from the original face image could be scaled down to 16x16 pixels and a CNN could be trained with those scaled inputs. Such a network might only estimate the pupil center to within 10 pixels in the original image but would be very computationally efficient. A fast pupil estimate that is within 10 pixels of the true center is a good enough seed location to produce a 64x64 pixel crop from the original unscaled image. That tightly cropped eye region could then be sent to a more computationally expensive and precise locator network described above. We refer to this sequence of CNNs as a network hierarchy, the selection of the networks in this hierarchy is discussed in Section 5.4.

The use of a CNN hierarchy to produce tighter image crops is used as a way to optimize the performance to cost ratio of the base CNN architecture. The next step to explore changes in network architecture itself which will produce positive trade-offs between performance and computational costs.

**Center of Mass Regression**

Next, we will consider how changes to the output layer of our base architecture may impact the ability of the network to accurately estimate a feature location (either pupil center or corneal reflections).

Naively, these locators are constructed as a standard regression network, as illustrated in Figure 5.10a, extending our base architecture with a fully connected hidden layer followed by a two neuron fully connected output layer representing the inferred \([x,y]\) location of the feature. The objective function to minimize in this case is the Euclidean distance between the prediction location and the ground truth. It is possible however, to recast the problem as a classification task rather than regression. This is a technique that has been demonstrated useful in the biomedical image segmentation domain [182]. To do this the base architecture is first extended with a fully connected layer with one neuron per input image pixel and then passed into a softmax function to generate a probability distribution. For an input image of \(n\) pixels this defines one output class for each pixel. Each class represents the probability that the feature (i.e. pupil center) location is located at that pixel. The structure of this network is illustrated in Figure 5.10b. The ground truth for each training sample would be a one hot encoded 2D mask indicating the location of the feature. The objective function to be minimized is the cross entropy function, as is standard with classification tasks. When performing a forward inference with a trained network the feature location is defined as the pixel corresponding to the maximum probability output by the softmax layer.

An issue with this classification approach is that real feature locations are between discrete pixels and our application requires sub-pixel accuracy. Thus rather than simply selecting the pixel with the largest predicted probability some averaging should be performed on the output probability distribution. Figure 5.10c illustrates how the final feature location can be obtained by interpreting the output neurons as a 2D grid and computing the center of mass (CoM) of the probability distribution.

A center of mass calculation over the whole probability distribution will result in poor feature esti-
mation accuracy if the distribution is multimodal. In these cases the output location will be computed as somewhere in between the two candidate location peaks. To force the network to produce unimodal probability distributions we convert the network back into a regression network as shown in Figure 5.10d. Extending the backpropagation during training to include the center of mass calculation. Now the output of the network is returned to being a continuous \([x,y]\) value and the objective function to minimize is back to the Euclidean distance between the prediction location and the ground truth.

We call this architecture regression with center of mass and we will show in Section 5.4 that our center of mass architecture improves the ratio of the feature estimation accuracy to computational cost relative to the direct regression approach.

Figure 5.11 shows the complete network hierarchy for our feature extractor. The input to this hierarchy is a very coarse eye region which is produced periodically from a head-tracking system, or based on the final pupil center estimate produced by the eye-tracker in a previous frame. The hierarchy consists of six total networks: a) two very fast networks that localize successively tighter eye regions; b) one network to determine if the generated tight region is a valid eye region; c) three accurate position estimation networks to determine the exact position of the pupil center and both corneal reflections. These positions are then given to the gaze estimation model to compute the PoG. The next section discusses how the feature extractor networks were trained and selected before being integrated into the
5.4 Networks Training & Selection

5.4.1 Eye Complex Classifier Network Selection

To evaluate and select the hyper-parameters for the eye complex classifier network, we performed the following experiment: first, we generated 256 different hyper-parameter configurations for the base architecture (illustrated in Figure 5.8) from the set shown in Table 5.2. Then we trained each architecture independently with the four datasets each with different initial image crop sizes as discussed in the previous section. Each network was evaluated based on the classification accuracy of its corresponding validation set and the computational cost of one forward inference through the network. The computational cost is measured as the number of required floating-point operations, a metric that is provided by the tf.profiler() method included in Tensorflow version 1.12, the neural network library that we used [183].

Figure 5.12 shows the Pareto-optimal networks for this experiment, where each point represents the accuracy and computational requirement of a specific instance of one of the configurations of the trained network. The X-axis of the figure is the true positive classification accuracy using a threshold of 0.5, and the Y-axis is the number of floating-point operations required to compute a single classification. The four curves correspond to the size of the input image crop that was used to train and validate data for each curve. Observe that the bottom curve, corresponding to a 64x64 input image crop, is superior to all the other curves. This implies that training on a smaller eye region crop produces similar or better
Hyper Parameter: | Choice Set
---|---
Input Down Scaling Factor: | [1x, 2x]
Number of CNN Layers: | [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
Number of Kernels in CNN Layer: | [4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128]
Square Size of Kernels in CNN Layer: | [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
Max Pooling at Each CNN Layer (2x2): | [enabled, disabled]
Number of Fully-Connected Hidden Layers: | [0,1,2]
Number of Neurons in a Fully-Connected Hidden Layer: | [64, 128, 256, 1024, 2048]
Dropout % of Fully-Connected Layers: | [0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7]

Table 5.2: Base Architecture Hyperparameter Ranges

classification accuracy with much less computational effort. As an example, to achieve a classification accuracy of 98% on the 128x128 pixel dataset required a network that used roughly thirty times more computation than to achieve the same accuracy on the 64x64 dataset.

The final chosen configuration achieved an classification accuracy of 98%. Recall that during the labelling discussion in Section 5.1.3 that we estimate that approximately 1-2% of the eye regions in our dataset could have been reasonably classified as either valid or invalid. For this reason our classification networks would have logical upper bounds on accuracy of 98-99%. The basic classification networks used in this work are therefore approaching upper bound performance and no additional optimization is needed.

5.4.2 Feature Location Estimator Network Selection

Once an eye region has been classified as valid (i.e., containing a pupil and two corneal reflections) the next step involves locating the position of those features. The pupil center and corneal reflections
position estimation networks were evaluated in a similar way to the eye complex classifier above. We selected 256 hyper-parameter configurations for the base architecture from the set of parameter ranges given in Table 5.2. Each network was evaluated based on the mean distance between the network output and the ground truth locations, as labeled by the human annotator, measured in pixels of the original image.

Figure 5.13a shows the Pareto optimal curves for the suite of pupil estimation networks using the network with the center of mass output layer as described in Section 5.3. The X-axis is the mean estimation error (in pixels), and the Y-axis is the number of floating-point operations required to compute a single estimate.

The average pupil estimation errors reported in this figure were computed after eliminating estimates that had large errors (greater than 7.5 pixels). The removal of these large errors is required to normalize the comparison between networks trained on different image crop sizes. Otherwise, the mean estimation error favors smaller crop sizes. For example, a gross feature estimation failure on a 64x64 image crop cannot result in an error of more than 64 pixels (in either direction) but on a 265x256 image crop the error could be as large as 256 pixels. In both cases however, the smallest error which can be produced is zero pixels.

The effect of image crop input size on the estimation error for the corneal reflections was explored in an analogous way to the pupil. Figure 5.14 shows the Pareto optimal curves for a suite of networks with the center of mass output layer as described in Section 5.3 but estimating the location of one of the corneal reflections.

Figure 5.13a and 5.14 shows that there is a significant advantage in training either the pupil or corneal reflection networks location networks using images with smaller crop sizes. These advantages include both performance to cost ratio and absolute estimation accuracy. This leads us to choose a 64x64 crop size for our accurate pupil center and corneal reflection locator networks.

The next experiment evaluated the performance of the pupil location estimator with and without the center-of-mass output layer described in the Section 5.3.2. Figure 5.13b shows the Pareto optimal curves for networks using simple regression and network using the center-of-mass output layer. Across all 256 hyper-parameter configurations, the average estimation error was improved by 14% by using the
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center-of-mass calculation. Near the optimal trade-off points of the Pareto curves, this improvement was roughly 10%. For any specific computational cost, the net reduction in pupil estimation error due to both tighter crop sizes and the center-of-mass output layer is about 50% when compared with a naive single CNN regression network trained on a 256x256 image crop.

Figure 5.15 shows the Pareto optimal curves when training networks to estimate the location of each of the two corneal reflections. The 256 hyper-parameter configurations for architecture exploration were generated again from the set defined in Table 5.2. All networks in Figure 5.15 were trained on the smallest 64x64 eye region window crop and used the center-of-mass output layer, as described above with the pupil estimation networks. In our end-to-end eye tracking system the corneal reflection locations are only estimated after the pupil is found, so there is not need to create a coarse to fine hierarchy of networks as was done previously for the pupil.

Figure 5.15 indicates that these networks cannot estimate the location of the corneal reflections with an error of less than 0.5 pixels. A large part of this 0.5 pixel estimation error limit is explained by the quantization error involved in the labeling process of the ground truth that was discussed in Section 5.1.3.

Using the Pareto optimal curves for the eye feature regression and classifications networks, it is necessary is to select the specific networks to be used in the end-to-end eye tracker. Here specific choices of accuracy performance vs. computational cost must be made. Our final feature extraction network hierarchy is composed of 6 networks; two small locator networks that quickly localize the pupil, an eye complex classifier to determine if the cropped image is valid, and three location estimators for the pupil center and corneal reflection locations.

Four of these networks, the classifier and the three precise feature locator networks, are selected to optimize the trade-off between performance (accuracy) and computational cost. These four networks are trained on 64x64 pixel image crops with possible hyper parameter configures defined in Table 5.2.
The coarse and medium pupil locator networks were trained with the 256x256 pixel and 128x128 pixel image crop datasets respectively. The hyper parameter sweep used to test the architectures for these networks was the same as Table 5.2 with one notable exception. The input down scaling factor was chosen from the set [4x, 8x, 16x] rather than from [1x, 2x]. These coarse and medium pupil locator networks are intended only to generate a rough seed location of the pupil that will be used to create the 64x64 pixel crop used by the other networks. As such we can accept large reduction in spatial resolution in order to drastically reduces the number of parameters (and thus speed) of the networks.

The performance and cost of each of our six network are presented in Table 5.3 which shows the image crop sizes, amount of down-scaling where applicable, accuracy, and computational cost of these networks. While these networks represent a good trade-off between compute costs and accuracy we could have selected either more expensive and higher performing networks or lower cost and worse performing networks. Examples of which are outlined in Appendix C.

There was significant flexibility in the selection of the hyper-parameters that generated the best results. In most cases, we could have selected a different network near the same location on the Pareto
curves that had different hyper-parameters but performed very similarly. For example, a network might have had more CNN layers but fewer kernels per layer, resulting in approximately the same overall computational requirements and accuracy. However, we can draw some conclusions from the networks which produced the best trade-off between accuracy and computational cost: all nearby networks (in the Pareto-optimal sense) have max pooling enabled after each CNN layer. The loss in spatial resolution of the intermediate feature maps that results from pooling was less critical than the improvement which stems from adding more kernels when normalized for total compute requirements. Another commonality among all networks that appears near the optimal trade-off between accuracy and computational cost is the inclusion of one, and only one, hidden fully connected layer. For completeness Table 5.4 presents the number of CNN layers, number of kernels per layer (k), the width of the kernels in each layer (w), the size of the single hidden fully connected layer and the dropout percentage of that layer.

5.4.3 Feature Extraction Network Hierarchy Compute Costs

The architectures and performance of the hierarchy of networks used in our feature extractor is shown in Table 5.4. The most computationally ‘expensive’ network in Table 5.4 is the pupil fine location network which determines the final pupil location, at 32 megaflops. In total, if all six networks performed one forward inference, it would cost 81 megaflops for a single eye region or 162 megaflops for both eye regions in a single frame.

The use of megaflops as a unit of computation has allowed us to compare and contrast networks explored in this work. It is important however, to understand what these values represent in terms of absolute real world performance, measured in milliseconds, when these networks are run on a smartphone. Ideally a mobile eye tracking system would be able process incoming frames as fast as they can be provided by the devices camera. On our infrared prototype smartphone (and most modern devices) the front facing camera produces images at a rate of thirty frames per second (fps). As a result the target processing times per frame should be under 33ms.

Our infrared prototype smartphone averages 257ms of processing time when running the proposed feature extractor on both eye regions in a single frame. This does not meet the performance target of 33ms and translates to four frames per second. This is due to the devices lack of the hardware neural network acceleration present in modern smartphones. The size of networks and amount of computation required, outlined in Table 5.4 were selected based on their expected performance on a modern device with this type of acceleration.

We estimate the run time performance of our networks by interpolating between the performance of similar CNN networks which have already been benchmarked on modern devices. Google has released

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>cnn l1</th>
<th>cnn l2</th>
<th>cnn l3</th>
<th>cnn l4</th>
<th>dense</th>
<th>cost (mflops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pupil coarse</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pupil medium</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pupil fine</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corneal ref a</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corneal ref b</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6x6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classifier</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7x7</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Selected Networks: Architectures
multiple suites of small, low-latency, low-power image processing networks for classification, detection, embeddings, and segmentation tasks they call MobileNetsV1 [184] and MobileNetsV2 [185]. The smallest of these networks have a computational cost of 28 megaflops and runs at 5ms (200fps) on the Google-branded Pixel 3 smartphone, released in October 2018. The largest MobileNets require 1100 megaflops and ran at 200ms (5fps) on Pixel 3 smartphone. Using this data we can estimate that the 162 megaflops of image processing CNN inference would take approximately 29.5ms (33fps) on a Pixel 3 smartphone.

With both the rule-based and machine learning-based feature extractors presented, the next Section compares and contrasts the performance of each.

### 5.5 Performance Comparison of Rule-Based vs. Machine Learning Based Feature Extraction

Both the rule-based feature extractor described in Section 5.2 and the machine learning-based feature extractor described in Section 5.3 were evaluated using the validation set of the 256x256 cropped eye region dataset. Both feature extractors will quickly narrow in on the pupil and then sub crop to a smaller size before performing the most expensive operations.

The validation set contains both eye regions labeled as valid and invalid. Valid eye region indicates that the pupil and both corneal reflections are visible (and their locations have been hand-labeled), and the feature extractor is expected to produce a result. Invalid eye regions indicate the eye region is mid-blink, or missing a corneal reflection, or is overly blurry from device motion. In this case, the features extractor is expected to indicate the eye features were not found successfully. This segments our evaluation into both classification and regression statistics.

#### 5.5.1 Classification

The classification statistics in Table 5.5 show accuracy as well as the precision, recall, and f1 score of our rule-based and machine learning feature extractor for a classification threshold of 0.5. The machine learning method does outperform the rule-based method with an accuracy of 97.9% vs 94.9% and an f1 score of 98.3 vs 95.7.

Unlike other classification tasks, there is some subjectivity as to when an eye region is too dim, a corneal reflection is too weak, or a pupil is too occluded to continue. The rule-based methods recall of 94.6% vs 98.0% for the machine learning method indicates that the rule-based method exhibits a higher propensity to discard a ‘valid’ eye region, which may be of low quality. This is acceptable behavior as a falsely rejected eye region results in nothing more than a frame that doesn’t produce a gaze estimate for that eye. A falsely accepted eye region, however, is likely to produce inaccurate feature location estimates and result in significant gaze estimation errors for the eye tracker for that particular frame. The precision of the comparison between the rule-base and machine learning feature extractors were
closer at 96.9% and 98.0% respectively, which is indicative that both systems can identify eye regions well.

The more substantial difference between our rule-based and machine leaning-based methods is seen in the feature location estimation accuracy.

### 5.5.2 Pupil and Corneal Reflection Location Accuracy

If an input eye region sent to either feature extractor produces a valid result, it returns the precise location of both the pupil center and two corneal reflections. Here we evaluate the accuracy of these estimates with three main regression statistics; average estimation error, estimation bias, and root mean squared estimation error (RMS). The average estimation error refers to the average length of the estimation error vectors. It is computed with equation 5.2, where N is the number of eye region samples, \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are the estimated x and y location for a particular sample and \( gtx_i \) and \( gty_i \) are the ground truth labeled x and y location for a sample.

\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{(x_i - gtx_i)^2 + (y_i - gty_i)^2} \tag{5.2}
\]

Estimation bias refers to the center of mass of the estimation error vectors and is computed with equation 5.3.

\[
\sqrt{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - gtx_i)^2\right) + \left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - gty_i)^2\right)} \tag{5.3}
\]

Finally, we present RMS which the square root of mean squared error and is computed with equation 5.4

\[
\sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - gtx_i)^2 + (y_i - gty_i)^2} \tag{5.4}
\]

A lower value for any of these statistics is beneficial for the gaze estimation error produced by the downstream eye tracker. Of the three, however, bias is particularly important for accurate handheld mobile eye-tracking results because the effects of feature estimation variance can be mitigated in the end-to-end eye-tracker by averaging successive gaze estimates. Large feature estimation bias reduces the accuracy of subject-specific eye parameter estimation during calibration which reduces the gaze estimation accuracy during large relative motions between the device and the head (sub-optimal compensation for relative movements after calibration). Increased bias in the features estimates will therefore results in increased degradation of the eye trackers performance as the device move further away from the position in which it was calibrated. This effect is demonstrated in the end-to-end eye-tracking result presented in Chapter 6.

Table 5.6 shows statistics for estimating the location of the pupil center and both corneal reflections. Only valid eye regions had these locations labeled, so the following statistics indicate how well the feature extractors performed on eye regions that were valid but did not incorporate how poorly they perform on invalid regions, which might be incorrectly classified as valid.
Table 5.6 presents the average error, bias, and RMS produced by our rule-based feature extractor when estimating the pupil center and both corneal reflections on the eye regions images contained in our validation set. The corneal reflection estimation errors and RMS are similar for both the rule-based and machine learning-based methods at about 0.5 pixels. As discussed in Section 5.1.3 there will be some quantization error in the labeling of the corneal reflections. However the annotator is equally likely to have clicked the pixel to the left or the right of the true corneal reflection center therefore the lower bound for our bias over many estimates is still zero. This is where the machine learning method demonstrates its superiority with a corneal reflection estimation bias of only about 0.10-0.11 pixels vs 0.45-0.51 pixels for the rule-based method. The machine learning approach also bests the rule-based approach in all metrics for pupil center estimation as well. The average estimation error dropped from 1.13 to 0.72 and the RMS dropping from 1.36 to 0.89. The bias is the most significant improvement dropping from 0.52 to 0.08 pixels.

A visual representation of the estimation errors for all three features using both methods is shown in Figure 5.16. In this figure, each scatter point represents the estimation error associated with a single eye region image from our validation set. The rule-based method appears to be showing many fewer samples than the machine learning method, but this is not the case. The perception of fewer points is a result of the fact that our data set was augmented to have 10 random crops of each eye region with the pupil located in different regions. For the rule-based method, it is much more likely for each of these 10 crops to produce a feature estimate that is in the exact same position relative to the ground truth and thus many of the scatter points are directly overlapping.

In the next Chapter, we demonstrate how the reduction in feature estimation bias shown here has a positive impact on the end-to-end eye-tracking results.
Figure 5.16: Feature estimation error scatter plots for CNN hierarchy on 256x256 pixel image crops
Chapter 6

End-to-End Eye Tracking

This Chapter will present the performance of the full smartphone eye tracking system as described in Chapter 3 using the model presented in Chapter 4 and both feature extraction methods presented in Chapter 5.

We will present the end-to-end eye tracker results though a series of experiments which become successively more challenging scenarios for a mobile eye tracking system. In the cases where equivalent experiments were performed by the two other prominent mobile eye tracking systems discussed in Chapter 2.3 (Screen Glint [47], GazeCapture [46]) we will directly compare the results to theirs.

6.1 Supervised Static Depth

The first experiment is the least challenging, yet plausible smartphone eye tracking scenario: here a subject holds the device at some position and orientation, calibrates on the spot and then directly uses the eye tracker without intentionally moving or re-positioning it. In such a scenario there will still be minor natural head and device movements. This case will be referred to as the supervised static depth case.

The following experiment was conducted on eight subjects: each subject was instructed to hold the infrared prototype device, Littleboy (described in Section 3.1.2), in any position and angle at which they felt comfortable. Next, the experimenter helped them set the distance between the device and their head \(z_{HCS}\) to each of five specific distances; 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40cm.

At each distance two videos of the subject were recorded in which the subject was asked to look at five target locations for 50 frames each (for a total of 250 total frames captured). During the collection of the first video, which is used for calibration, the targets the five target locations formed the ‘plus’ pattern illustrated in Figure 6.1a. During the collection of the second video, which is used to generate gaze estimates to evaluate the gaze estimation process, the five target locations form an ‘X’ pattern illustrated in Figure 6.1b. The subjects were instructed not to intentionally re-position the cell-phone of move their heads in any significant way during the collection process. The collection of videos for post processing rather than generating live gaze estimates allows us to generate results using both the rule-based and machine-learning-based front-end feature extractor (described in the previous chapter) on the identical input data.

The results of this experiment is summarized in Table 6.1 and compared to existing mobile eye
trackers that performed similar experiments. Table 6.1 presents the average gaze estimation bias at each static distance in degrees.

To compute average gaze bias we first compute the gaze bias at each of the 5 target locations individually using the same formula as presented for the feature extractor evaluation in eq 5.3. In this case $x_i$ and $y_i$ refer to the location of a gaze estimate on the display and the ground truth terms, $gtx_i$ and $gty_i$, refer to the associated location of the target where the subject was instructed to gaze. For each subject the biases for the five targets were averaged and the result indicated the average Euclidean distance between the gaze estimates and the targets. The average gaze bias per subject was averaged across all 8 subjects. Finally the bias in millimeters was transformed into degrees using the known distance between the cell-phone and the subject’s head. The results are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 shows that there is significant gaze bias improvement with our infrared system, both with the rule-based and ML-based feature extractor, when compared to the two non-infrared systems. The two prior systems achieved roughly 2.5-3° bias compared to the new systems with 0.6-0.7°. Notice that these results would suggest that rule-based feature extractor outperformed the ML-based feature extractor. The rule-based system is benefiting from the fact that calibration is done at every distance directly before the eye tracking session begins.

Table 6.2 presents the RMS error of the gaze estimates at each of the five distances when using the rule-based and ML-based feature extraction front ends. The average RMS is notably lower for the ML-based front end at 0.92° vs 1.51°. The greater number of large gaze estimation errors produced by the rule-based systems negatively impacts the RMS more so than it impact the bias calculation. The performance of each systems can also be seen by inspection when examining scatter plots of the final
gaze estimates produced by each of the two configurations. The scatter plots in Figure 6.2 illustrates each gaze estimate as a single dot and the known gaze targets with ‘plus’ signs. The horizontal and vertical axis of the figure represents displacement from the center of the smartphone display. Figure 6.2a and 6.2b display all the gaze estimates produced for a single subject (5 videos x 5 targets x 50 frames per target = maximum of 1250 possible gaze estimates) using the rule-based and the ML-based feature extractor front ends. By visual inspection, both methods produce good eye tracking results but there is more dispersion among the estimates from the rule-based front end. This additional dispersion is more apparent when we plot every gaze estimate for every video of every subject (maximum of 10000 possible gaze estimates), as shown in Figure 6.2c and 6.2d.

### 6.2 Supervised Dynamic Depth

The next experiment represents a more challenging, and more realistic eye tracking scenario. Here the subject calibrates at one device position and orientation, but eye gaze estimates are produced when the device position relative to the head varies. It is easy to imagine real-use scenarios in which a subject re-positions themselves in their chairs or switched the device from being held in the left hand to the right hand; each of these could significantly change the distance and orientation of the device with respect to the head. During these actions it is very desirable to continue functioning without the need re-calibration, as was implicit in the supervised static depth scenario above.

The evaluation procedure for this scenario is similar to the one above: At the beginning of the experiment subjects were instructed to hold the smartphone in any position and angle at which they felt comfortable. Then, the distance between the eye-tracker and their head was set to 30cm and a 5 target 250 frame video were captured and used for calibration. The same procedure was followed 5 additional times, once at each of the following 5 distance; 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40cm. These 5 video would be used to evaluate the eye tracker, but this time a single calibration result would be used across each of the 5 videos for a given subject. The same eight subjects from the previous experiment were used.

Table 6.3 presents the gaze estimation bias, in degrees, at each distance and compares that to the prior work mobile eye trackers. It is clear from Table 6.3 that both the rule-based and ML-based eye trackers developed in this work have much lower estimation bias than ScreenGlint or GazeCapture. The comparison between the rule-based and ML-based method also shows the improvement in robustness, as the ML-based eye tracker is able to maintain high gaze estimation accuracy in the presence of significant distance variation. Note that, at the calibration distance of 30cm, the rule-based method performed slightly better than the ML-based method with a gaze bias of only 0.57° gaze compared to 0.71° for the ML-based. However, changing the distance by 10cm resulted in significant performance degradation (bias as high as 1.90°) for the rule-based approach. Our ML-based eye tracker produced gaze estimation bias results with much smaller variation (0.65° to 0.81°) over the range of distances. Appendix C alternate versions of this experiment using different sets of selected networks which span a range of overall compute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>system</th>
<th>20cm</th>
<th>25cm</th>
<th>30cm</th>
<th>35cm</th>
<th>40cm</th>
<th>avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present Work (Rule)</td>
<td>1.87°</td>
<td>1.39°</td>
<td>1.01°</td>
<td>1.23°</td>
<td>2.05°</td>
<td>1.51°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Work (ML)</td>
<td>1.16°</td>
<td>1.06°</td>
<td>0.88°</td>
<td>0.75°</td>
<td>0.74°</td>
<td>0.92°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Supervised Static Depth, RMS (degrees)
In this experiment, in contrast to the supervised static distance case we discussed earlier, calibration only occurs at 30 centimetres. It is therefore not surprising to see both systems do well at that distance. The increased feature estimation bias of the rule-based feature extractor, discussed in Chapter 5, can be seen in the gaze estimation results in this experiment. A greater bias in the feature estimates will result in less physiologically accurate subject specific eye parameters produced during calibration. Instead, the calibration procedure will procedure subject specific parameters which compensate for the less accurate eye feature estimates to minimize the gaze estimation error at 30 centimeters specifically. As the device moves significantly away from the relative position in which it was calibrated, and the eye-tracker uses subject specific parameters which are not physiologically accurate, there will be an expected degradation in the gaze estimation accuracy. This is exactly what we see in Table 6.3.

Table 6.4 also presents the RMS of the gaze estimates at each of the five distances when using the rule-based and ML-based feature extraction front ends. The average RMS is still considerable lower for the ML-based front end at 1.17° vs 1.86°. This can also be seen clearly by inspection when examining scatter plots of the final gaze estimates produced by each of the two system configurations. Figure 6.3
again shows all of the gaze estimates for a single subject as well as for all subjects combined using both the rule-based and ML-based feature extractor.

It is clear from Table 6.3 and 6.4 as well as Figure 6.2 and 6.3 that our hybrid machine learning-based front-end with an infrared model-based back end mobile eye tracking system has a much lower bias and estimation variance than other mobile systems in this more realistic scenario.

An individual breakdown of the gaze performance for each of the 8 subjects tested using our hybrid machine learning-based front-end with an infrared model-based back end mobile eye tracking system is shown in Table 6.5. This table also includes the eye color of each subject (light for blue hues, dark for brown hues). The contrast between the pupil and iris is worse for users with blue irises since their irises do not reflect as much IR as subjects with brown irises. This can lead to less robust feature extraction of the pupil-iris boundary and less accurate gaze estimates. The use of a CNN feature extractor trained on a wide range of iris colors mitigated this effect as the final gaze estimation errors are similar for both groups. The sample size of only two light eye subjects would need to be increased however to come to any definitive conclusions.

The data presented in this experiment show a marked benefit of our hybrid machine learning-based front-end with an infrared model-based back end mobile eye tracking system when compared with other mobile eye trackers. This experimental setup has several unrealistic characteristics, however. The experimenter helps the subject position the device at each distance and videos are captured in quick succession very shortly after calibration with the subject sitting in the same environment with the same

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Eye Color [dark/light]</th>
<th>20cm</th>
<th>25cm</th>
<th>30cm</th>
<th>35cm</th>
<th>40cm</th>
<th>average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>0.66°</td>
<td>0.58°</td>
<td>0.60°</td>
<td>0.59°</td>
<td>0.63°</td>
<td>0.61°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>0.79°</td>
<td>0.81°</td>
<td>0.74°</td>
<td>0.66°</td>
<td>0.57°</td>
<td>0.71°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>0.85°</td>
<td>0.69°</td>
<td>0.62°</td>
<td>0.66°</td>
<td>0.51°</td>
<td>0.66°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>0.88°</td>
<td>0.75°</td>
<td>0.81°</td>
<td>0.83°</td>
<td>0.64°</td>
<td>0.78°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>0.73°</td>
<td>0.70°</td>
<td>0.72°</td>
<td>0.80°</td>
<td>0.62°</td>
<td>0.71°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>0.79°</td>
<td>0.65°</td>
<td>0.62°</td>
<td>0.64°</td>
<td>0.72°</td>
<td>0.69°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>0.88°</td>
<td>0.74°</td>
<td>0.79°</td>
<td>0.83°</td>
<td>0.70°</td>
<td>0.79°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>0.95°</td>
<td>0.73°</td>
<td>0.81°</td>
<td>0.79°</td>
<td>0.78°</td>
<td>0.81°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.81°</td>
<td>0.70°</td>
<td>0.71°</td>
<td>0.73°</td>
<td>0.65°</td>
<td>0.72°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: HybridTrack Subject Specific Gaze Bias at Varied Eye Tracker Depth
6.3 Unsupervised Eye Tracker Use

This experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of the hybrid ML-based front-end with a model-based back-end infrared eye tracker from the perspective of a software developer who wants to make use of the eye-tracker in an application. When deploying an application that uses eye tracking, the user can be given guidance on how to hold and use the device, but it will be used in an unsupervised environment where the position and orientation of the device are unknown. Additionally, when the eye tracking system indicates a subject is looking at a specific target, the application developer will be interested in the certainty of such an observation.

With this in mind, the following experiment was designed: the screen of the display was first segmented into a grid of boxes that are approximately square target regions. Then, in a random order each grid box (target) was highlighted, indicating that subjects should direct their gaze to that region, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Following a 500ms delay after a target was highlighted, the system recorded approximate posture. This does not reflect real-world unsupervised use.
15 gaze estimates. This procedure will be referred to as a grid test. One metric derived from this test is the percentage of gaze estimates that were inside the highlighted box. It is common, in eye tracking, to also compute a single gaze estimate from a sequence of \( N \) consecutive estimates, to reduce the error through averaging. We use values of \( N \) from 2 to 10. Unlike the previous two experiments, this test was not conducted with video recording but rather generated final gaze estimates live during the test.

The experimental procedure for the grid test was as follows: Each subject was given the device, and asked to hold it in a comfortable manner. Next, the calibration procedure was performed. The calibration parameters were stored and used in each subsequent session with that subject. Then, at three different times over the next 5 days, each subject was asked to perform the grid test four times, using four different grid sizes; 3x2 (38.3 x 32.5mm boxes), 4x3 (28.8 x 21.6 mm boxes), 6x4 (19.2 x 16.3mm boxes), and 8x6 (14.4 x 10.8 mm boxes). Once the instructions for the test were given, the remainder of the test was done with no further supervision.

Figure 6.5 shows, for different sizes of the grid ranging from 3x2 up to 8x6, the percentage of gaze estimates that were within the correct target box as a function of the filter length \( N \). Each point on Figure 6.5 is the combined data for all 8 subjects for each experiment (i.e. a specific grid size and filter length). For example, consider the 6x4 case with a filter length of 4. Figure 6.5 indicates that this case had a 90% estimation accuracy. For a filter length of 4, given that we collected 15 gaze estimates for each target box, there are 11 filtered gaze estimates per target. An accuracy of 90% indicates that of the 2112 total filtered gaze estimates (11 filtered estimates per target x 24 targets per subject x 8 subjects) about 1900 of them were located in the correct corresponding target boxes.

For the 3x2 grid Figure 6.5 indicates that 95-100% of all gaze estimates (depending on \( N \)) were inside the highlighted boxes. The percentage drops with each increase in grid dimension and corresponding decrease in box size: 89-96% accuracy was achieved for the 4x3 grid, 83-93% 6x4 grid and 66-76% for the 8x6 grid. The performance difference between the 6x4 and 8x6 grid size indicates the limit of the effective performance of the system and testing smaller grid sizes would not be valuable.

Figure 6.6 shows the results of the grid test on a 8x6 grid, by giving the percent correct estimates at each grid location. These results are across all 8 subjects with \( N \) (the filter size) set to 10. While the average across all boxes was 76% one can observe significant variations in performance for specific locations on the screen. Gaze estimates in the central area of the display are more likely to be correct,
Figure 6.5: Target Identification Accuracy vs Filter Length

with percentages in the high 70s to low 80s. Estimates closer to the corners of the display, can be quite a lot less, with the worst occurring at the bottom left corner box, with only 38% being correct within the box. We suggest that future eye trackers include this level of detail when evaluating a system, rather than a single average.

We hypothesize that the principal explanation for the lower accuracy’s is associated with the physical locations of the LEDs on the prototype smartphone. The two LEDs on our prototype are located near the top right and bottom left of the display and these are the two regions with the worst performance. When looking at those regions, one of the corneal reflections, being furthest from the pupil center, may not be created solely by the spherical region of the cornea. The 3D model [40] we used assumes that the two corneal reflections are created by a spherical cornea, and so this can result in additional gaze bias. One solution to this problem employed on desktop systems is to have more LEDs (more than two) and to select the two corneal reflections closest to the pupil center when estimating the gaze. This solution might be less desirable on a smartphone due to power and space constraints.

6.4 Summary

Integrating the contributions outlined in Chapter 4 and 5 in a real physical device we have demonstrated a new hybrid eye-tracking system with a gaze estimation bias of 0.72° in realistic unsupervised scenarios. This performance is achieved with a single calibration, operating over a realistic range of device positions (20 - 40 cm) and orientations. When handing the device to subjects with little to no instructions, the system could achieve better than 90% accuracy distinguishing between targets that are 20 millimetres apart (6x4 grid, using simple averaging of three or more gaze estimates). Our hybrid eye-tracking system (which has the advantage of using artificial infrared illumination) achieves significantly better
accuracy (more than 400% better) than the accuracy achieved by previous systems that use natural light and appearance-based methods to estimate gaze position. These results were obtained during use of the eye tracker in indoor environments with subjects holding the device within the constraints outlined in Table 5.1. We would expect performance deterioration outside of these constraints.

Figure 6.6: Spatial Distribution of 14mm Target Identification
Chapter 7

Future Work and Conclusion

Many avenues are available to extend and improve the capability of the novel mobile eye tracking system that was presented in this work.

7.1 Glasses

All of the testing and analysis of the eye tracking system and components presented in this work was performed with subjects not wearing eye glasses. Figure 7.1 illustrates the reason for this as eye glasses can result in large infrared reflections which can completely occlude eye features. This is particularly a problem in a smartphone environment where the camera, LEDs, and screen are co-planner and subjects naturally tend to orient the device at or near parallel to the plane of the face.

Figure 7.1 shows the zoomed in eye regions from the head regions depicted in Figure 7.1. In some cases there are no reflections, or the reflections are far enough from the pupil that they would have no impact on the current feature extraction techniques. In other cases the reflections are near or slightly occlude the pupil, which can strongly affect pupil-iris gradients and make it significantly more challenging to estimate the eye features. Finally, these reflections can in some cases totally occlude the pupil which will prevent any of the eye features from being captured.

In the stationary desktop eye tracking systems, these types of reflections are less common due to the relative orientation of the camera, subject, and light sources. A common solution is to have more than two infrared light sources and then for each head/device position rotate between the pairs of LEDs that illuminate the face until one gets an image of the eye that can be processed. In this way, for a given
positioning of subject and system, there will hopefully be at least one pair of light sources which don’t cause total pupil occlusion. This may be a useful approach on mobile system as well but would require a different hardware configuration than the one available for this work.

It remains to be seen just how much of a problem glasses would cause in practice for a two-infrared LED smartphone use case however. Working with partially occluded eye regions like those shown in Figure 7.2b, 7.2h, and 7.2f would be challenging with a rule-based feature extractor, especially considering that developing one without these types of reflections was in itself difficult. The pupil center and corneal reflections are both visible in these two examples however and could be annotated by a human. This means, at a fundamental level, that the information required to locate these features are available and there is no reason to believe a similar neural network-based approach would not succeed.

A key element of future work on this front is to collect a second dataset of subjects with eye glasses. One would first analyze the percentage of eye regions that would classify as impossible to process and determine how often that case occurs on both the left and right eye simultaneously since only a gaze estimate from a single eye is needed to determine the point-of-gaze for a person with healthy visual system. The goal would then be to determine the impact of infrared reflections from the glasses on the accuracy of the front-end feature extraction. This would determine the impact that glasses have on the end-to-end eye tracking experience.

### 7.2 Dynamic Illumination Power

Recall that one of the principal sources of image variation in mobile eye trackers is a result of large changes in the position and orientation between the head and the device during use. Both the area of facial features in the captured images and (if the infrared LED power output remains constant during operation) the amount of infrared light which illuminates the eye regions is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the device and the eyes.
Figure 7.3: Eye Region Illumination Difference with Static Illumination Power

Figure 7.3 illustrates an example difference between an eye region captured when the device was about 15cm from the head vs another subject with an eye region captured at about 45cm from the head when the illumination power remains constant. For close device positions, such as in Figure 7.3a, large corneal reflections can significantly interfere with the boundaries of the pupil. In these cases lowering the total illumination power on the device would reduce this interference but would maintain a strong pupil-iris gradient and should make estimating the pupil centre more accurate. In far device position images, such as Figure 7.3b, both the pupil is smaller and the gradient between the pupil and iris is weaker which makes accurate pupil estimation more difficult. In these cases increasing the total illumination power should make estimating the pupil center more accurate.

Dynamically adjusting the total infrared illumination power could be used to achieve a number of different objectives. It could help increase the operating range of the mobile eye tracker, and within any given operating range it could improve the overall eye region image quality which may improve feature estimation and (by extension gaze estimation) accuracy. Conversely, it could be used to lower the illumination power as long as the eye region classifier is still validating the eye regions. This would result in most eye regions being quite dim and feature estimation accuracy suffering, but would decrease the total power requirements of using the mobile eye tracker.

A model which adjusted the illumination power output based on the distance between the device and the head would only require modest accuracy in the depth estimation of the head. Using a combination of measurements of the inter-pupillary distances and the position of the centre of rotation of the eyes (both of which are computed during the gaze estimation process) should be more than sufficient for estimating device distance to within 5 centimeters.

7.3 Counter Roll Model

As discussed in Section 4.5 the estimation of the relative roll angle between the device and the eye is required to accurately estimate the visual axis of the eye. This would ideally be done by tracking the roll of the eye directly (using the iris pattern) but this seems unrealistic on modern smartphones given the typical resolution of the front-facing cameras.

Our proposed method first uses a head tracker to measure the relative angle between the device and the subject’s head. We assume that the subject is sitting or is in a near upright position with respect to gravity (i.e. in a chair). For a truly mobile eye tracking experience a user should for example by able lie down horizontally on a couch or bed. In this extreme case ocular counter roll becomes a significant
source of error and could result in gaze estimation error increases of between 0.2° to 0.9° depending on subject specific eye parameters (the deviation between the optical and visual axis). Even at the low end of this range – 0.2° – additional gaze estimation error would be a 25% increase from the current accuracy of our eye-tracking system (about 0.8°).

In this situation the estimation of the relative roll angle between the device and the eyes alone will fail to account for ocular counter roll (which is a function of the tilt of the head with respect to gravity). To measure the relative roll in this case one can use a measure of the tilt of the head relative to gravity in a ocular counter roll model to estimate the counter roll of the eye. Then one can use the accelerometer to measure the tilt of the phone relative to gravity, the head tracker to measure the tilt of the head relative to the device and the model output to estimate the counter-roll to estimate the relative roll between the eye-tracker and the subjects head.

The amount of ocular counter roll is non-linear and varies between subjects. Any attempt to integrate counter roll into the estimation of the relative roll angle would require first developing a counter roll model. This may start with a fixed model which is not subject-dependent, but eventually involve estimating some subject specific counter roll parameters during a calibration procedure.

7.4 Commercial Devices

At the time this work began there were no commercially available smartphones which had the hardware necessary for infrared model-based eye tracking. As a result this work was done on an infrared enabled prototype device provided to us by Huawei, which included a single infrared camera and multiple infrared LEDs. We speculated, at the time, that infrared cameras and infrared LEDs would eventual make their way into commercial devices for use with biometric security tasks and gesture tracking/interactions tasks. This prediction has come true as high-end devices from the two largest device manufactures, Apple [50] and Google [49], both contain some form of infrared camera and illumination which they use to aid in facial unlock. This hardware is not accessible to the average developer however and therefore cannot be used by third parties to explore different types of functionality, such as eye tracking.

Google’s new flagship smartphone, the Pixel 4 [49], follows a similar direction to the Apple devices by including infrared cameras, light sources and radar sensors into their device ‘notch’ cutout at the top of the display. An illustration of this hardware is shown in Figure 7.4. If it was possible to access this hardware on the Pixel 4 it would be great device for implementing the infrared model-based eye tracker similar to what was presented in this work.

Figure 7.4 indicates the Pixel 4 has a single infrared flood illuminator (LED) and two infrared cameras, in contrast to what was presented in this work which used two infrared LEDs and a single infrared camera. Both of these cases can be used to estimate the optical axis of the eye in the presence of head and device movement [40] (using a different set of equations) once a calibration procedure has been completed to estimate some subject-specific parameters of the subject’s eyes. Once the optical axis is estimated the visual axis can be estimated using the model extension presented in Chapter 5 for accurate gaze estimation on a smartphone display which can exhibit relative roll between the device and the subject’s eyes.

We believe it is still only a matter of time before the infrared hardware will be made available to third party developers on some device. If and when that happens it will be possible to test the performance of the techniques presented in this work commercially available hardware that could be easily deployed.
to perform in a variety of eye tracking applications.

7.5 Conclusion

Eye-tracking has been used in a wide variety of domains and represents an increasingly useful technique for an extensive array of medical applications. Enabling it as a sensor on a modern smartphone with the accuracy and robustness required to enable these applications is challenging. A key challenge for smartphone eye-trackers is the presence of sizeable relative motions between a hand-held device and the subject’s head that lead to high variability in eye-image appearance. This work has presented contributions in both the front-end image processor and back-end gaze estimation model to address these challenges.

A 3D gaze estimation model was extended to include invariance to the relative roll (R-Roll) of the device in a subject’s hands. Using this new model we demonstrated an average decrease in the gaze estimation bias of four subjects by over 2.5° during an R-Roll of 90°. Even during less extreme, unintentional amounts of R-Roll the use of this new model dramatically increases overall gaze estimation performance. Invariance to this type of motion is critical for hand-held eye trackers.

Robust and efficient determination of the location of eye features that are required by the back-end model to estimate the point-of-gaze are difficult to obtain due to the motion of a smartphone. Using a hierarchy of small CNNs and a novel center of mass regression output layer we demonstrated the capability to estimate eye features from a representative mobile dataset with 0.5-0.7 pixel accuracy and nearly zero bias. We were able to achieve this level of performance while requiring 60 megaflops of total computation per eye region, which is well within the capabilities of modern neural accelerators engines on current smartphones.

Combining both back-end and front-end contributions, we built a new hybrid eye-tracking system producing gaze estimates with an average bias of 0.72° degrees across 8 subjects in realistic unsupervised scenarios. This performance is achieved with a single calibration, operating over a realistic range of device positions and orientations with little to no instruction. Our infrared mobile eye-tracking system achieves 400% better gaze estimation bias than state-of-the-art eye-tracking systems that use natural light and
appearance-based methods to estimate gaze position. This work has aimed to demonstrate what is possible with a mobile infrared system but acknowledges that wider deployment of such a system would require a significantly larger set of training and testing subjects to validate and refine the system.

The mobile infrared eye-tracking system developed in this work was shown to produce accurate and robust gaze estimates, in challenging scenarios. This level of performance begins to approach that of desktop eye-tracking systems, which motivated this work [3, 4, 40]. If smartphone device manufactures utilized the existing infrared hardware on commercial devices for eye-tracking, then smartphones have the potential to become useful for the assessment of cognitive, psychiatric, and neurological states of individuals.
Appendix A

Android Infrared USB Camera Bar

One method to enable IR eye-tracking on commercially available smartphones is to develop a USB external camera bar. This attachment would include at least two infrared LEDs and a USB camera which can capture infrared images. Such a bar was needed because no existing commercial smartphones have developer accessible infrared front-facing IR cameras or LEDs.

The benefits of an external camera bar are that they would be controlled and built by us to our specifications and can, in theory, be used interchangeably with many different smartphones to enable infrared eye-tracking. Additionally, we can manufacture as many as needed for future experiments (which would not be the case for the integrated industrial prototype). Disadvantages stem from the limitations and difficulties of communicating with a camera over USB on Android. However, the benefits of having control of the platform from a research perspective made this approach worth pursuing.

A.1 Camera Bar Hardware

Figure A.1 shows the camera bar we constructed for this work connected to a stock Android smartphone as well as the internal layout. The black plate over the top of the bar is transparent to infrared and do not impede infrared LEDs from illuminating the subjects face. We constructed a camera bar for this work which consists of an Econ Systems USB 3.0 monochrome 5.0MP camera [186], a 65° field of view lens, and two sets of infrared LEDs on either side of the bar. The camera resolution was initially limited by USB bandwidth to 1280x720 pixels at 12 frames per second (fps) over a USB 2.0 connection (most smartphones circa 2015-16). The performance would improve to 1920x1080 pixels at 30 fps on modern devices when they began to support the USB 3.0 specification.

Our camera sensor has an optional global shutter release with hardware strobe, which means we could enable the external LEDs only momentarily during frame captures. This operation both significantly saves energy (compared with leaving the lights on continuously) and minimize image smearing during camera motion. Without strobing, one would expect high amounts of image smearing when holding a device in the hand which moves. The monochrome nature of the camera sensor is advantages as the larger pixel pitch (from not needing to split pixels into separate regions to collect red green and blue light separately) results in and better low light performance. Low light camera performance is a concern since external pins on the camera provide power form the USB bus for the two LEDs. The USB specification [187] for this class of device only allows for 400mA of continuous power draw at 5v. The
camera itself consumes about 250mA leaving 150mA left to power the infrared LEDs.

Importantly the camera was also a USB Video Class Device (UVC [188]) which is a standard interface for interacting with USB cameras. Any camera with propriety device drivers would not have had an Android driver in 2015-16, so the UVC interface was the only practical communication interface. Before that can be discussed however a brief primer on android development is useful.

A.2 Android Development

Developing high-performance applications on Android smartphones is a more complicated process than on a typical desktop computer. A small primer on Android development is useful before discussing the details of the camera bar communication interface. On Android, the primary software-development language for user applications is Java. Applications are written in Java then converted to bytecode and interpreted by the Android Runtime (ART [189]). ART is conceptually similar to a Java Virtual Machine (JVM [190]) except it is register-based and optimized for a reduced memory footprint.

Interpreted bytecode is excellent for software portability, and this is one reason Android is found running on so many kinds of devices. However, it negatively impacts performance when compared with natively compiled instructions for a specific CPU architecture. To address this limitation, Google released the Android native development kit (NDK [191]). The NDK enables c/c++ functions to be natively compiled for common CPU architectures. When using the NDK computationally-expensive functions of Android applications can be written in c/c++, with some limitations. Firstly, the NDK contains only a subset of the c++ standard library. Therefore, large c/c++ libraries often can not cross-compile without some modifications to remove the usage of non-supported standard functions. Secondly, there is a communication and code-complexity overhead when passing data by reference between Java functions and natively-compiled functions using the Java native interface (JNI [192]). The performance advantage of a native implementation for advanced image-processing tasks, including all overheads, is more than five times [193]. JNI and the NDK are necessary for our work, despite the increase in technical complexity. The Android external camera interface relies on both the JNI and the NDK.
A.3 Communication Interface

One of the essential properties of Android, during the planning stages of our work, was USB On-The-Go (OTG) support [194]. USB OTG is a specification which enables USB devices (such as tablets or smartphones) to act as a host and let other USB devices (such as flash drives or cameras) attach to them. USB OTG support is required to attach and communicate with a USB camera from a smartphone. It was this feature that allowed us to communicate with a UVC camera as a host on Android.

On a desktop version of Linux, opening a UVC camera and accessing a stream of frame data is a simple process. Contained in the Linux kernel is an implementation of the Video for Linux (V4l2 [166]) driver, a robust fully-featured camera driver which supports UVC devices. Using a user-mode interface library called libv4l2 a ‘hello world’ program to access the camera is just a handful of lines. The kernel of Android does include V4l2, and it is used by the operating system under the hood when accessing the native on-device camera. The Android NDK does not provide a user-mode libv4l2 library and linking directly against v4l2 interface from native application code requires kernel-mode permission which Android does not grant to user applications. We, therefore, needed to find and compile a complete end-to-end user mode UVC camera driver.

Additionally, we must contend with the fact that the security model on native c++ code in Android apps is far more strict than a standard desktop version of Linux. Permissions to read or write to the filesystem, open/close USB devices, or interact with any memory-mapped IO must be explicitly granted (with interaction from the user) in the Java layer. After the user grants the permission, the paths or memory address can then provided through the Java Native Interface (JNI [192]) to native code. Most large user mode c++ libraries that have any interaction with the host system won’t work when directly compiled for Android and require modifications to interact with the JAVA layer and adhere to the stricter security policies.

Our Android USB camera driver combined two main libraries. First, a young cross-platform open-source UVC camera driver called libuvc [195]. Second, libuvc’s main dependency a well-established user-mode cross-platform USB communication library called libusb [196]. These libraries combined are on the order of 100,000 lines of code and at the time of developing our Android camera driver neither had been tested on or included build files for Android (both do now). Due to additional security policies of Android and the NDKs lack of full C++ standard library support, we needed to debug many issues in the processes cross-compiling these libraries.

Once we had these libraries modified and compiled, we still cannot just call the libuvc open() function to open the camera as we would on Linux. This is because native c++ on Android does not have permission to access USB devices. The following steps are required to adhere to the increased security policies and access the camera from our app:

1. Application Java code scans the USB device chain to find the camera.
2. The user is asked explicitly to allow the app to access that USB device by clicking yes to a system pop up dialog.
3. The USB device is opened, and a device descriptor is returned.
4. A pointer to the USB device descriptor is passed to native code via the JNI.
5. The USB device chain is scanned again to find the raw file path to the USB device (this is not visible during the scan at the Java layer).
6. A modified version of the libuvc (and subsequently libusb) open() function is called. This version, rather than opening the device, initializes internal data structures with the device descriptor and USB device chain address provided as input.

7. Then, use libuvc as one would on a standard Linux machine to access frames data.

This approach worked until the end of 2016 with the release of Android version 7.0 [165]. This version tightened access restrictions to USB devices in C++ and broke our methodology. Therefore on an old phone (without Android 7.0), the driver would work but only at USB 2.0 speeds while new phones with USB 3.0 (which would run Android 7.0) would not work. In mid-2017, after a significant amount of searching for workarounds, we decided to abandon the external camera bar and focus on LittleBoy for our work. Without the ability to use the newest commercial devices with both USB 3.0 speeds and the newest versions of Android, the camera bar setup was just a less portable version of LittleBoy.

In late 2018 Android released official external UVC camera support (Although we only became aware of this in 2019) which internally used the kernel-mode V4l2 drivers we had wanted to use from the start. If a similar project to this thesis is developed in the future connecting to an external USB camera bar on Android would not be a significant undertaking.
Appendix B

GazeCapture User-Camera Distance Approximation

The mobile eye-tracking system named GazeCapture [46] is a crucial point of comparison for our work. The unsupervised crowd-sourced videos used in that work prevented the measurement of the distance between the user and the phone. The results in that work described average gaze estimation errors in centimeters, rather than in degrees which is traditional in the eye-tracking world. Measurements in degrees are more general as they are less dependent on the distance between the display and the user.

We can estimate the distance each subject was from the device using the inter-pupillary distance (in pixels, and mm), the resolution of the image, the field of the view of the lens and simple trigonometry. To understand the operating range from the GazeCapture publication, we analyzed 120 sample images from that dataset. In 118 of the samples, both of the subject’s left and right eyes were visible, and we measured the inter-pupillary distance (in pixels) directly. The inter-pupillary distance in millimeters was assumed to be the average physiological distance for males and females of 64.7mm and 62.3mm, respectively [197]. The field of view on standard iPhone models supported at the time ranged from 54.2° to 64.2° when capturing images at the highest available resolution. Taking a mean between these two values gives us a field of view of 59.2° which we used in the distance computation.

An approximate distance for each of the 118 subjects was computed using this methodology, and Figure B.1 shows a histogram of these results. The average distance of all samples was 21.5cm with 80% of samples having the device positioned less than 25cm. Being conservative, we use a 25cm distance when converting the GazeCapture results to degrees before comparing the results with our work.
Figure B.1: Histogram of GazeCapture distances
Appendix C

Alternate Networks

A single set of neural networks were chosen for use in our hybrid eye-tracking system presented in this work. Those networks were chosen to select a good trade-off between performance and computational cost of the forward inference. In this Appendix we will present alternative selections, at different levels of computational effort, and show the impact on feature extractor and gaze estimation performance that would be achieved.

C.1 Network Sets

The six networks that comprised the ML feature extractor presented in Section 5.4 were named as follows: *pupil coarse*, *pupil medium*, *pupil fine*, *corneal ref a*, *corneal ref b*, and *classifier*. Of these networks the first two (*pupil coarse* and *pupil medium*) are only used to help localize the eye region when frame to frame tracking fails. They will be ignored in this analysis, and we will focus on the 4 networks which impact performance. All four of these networks were trained with the 64x64 image crop dataset since they are run after the localization process.

Three sets of networks were selected for further analysis (in addition to the set used described in Chapter 5.4). These sets are labelled based on the relative overall forward inference computation cost as *high*, *good*, *low*, *very low*. With the *good* set of networks being the set used in the Chapter 5. The amount of image scaling and the specific architectures for each set of networks is presented in Table C.1.

C.2 Feature Extractor Performance

Each of the four sets of networks presented in the previous section were tested in an identical manner to what was described in Section 5.4 using the validation set of images from the dataset produced for this thesis. The performance of each set is presented in Table C.2.

The classification accuracy across all four classifiers ranged from 94.2% to 98.9%, which is in line with our expectations of the labeling uncertainty. The pupil estimation accuracy ranged from 1.03 to 0.67 pixels at computational cost range between 2.58 to 620 megaflops. Similarly the corneal reflection estimation accuracy ranges from 0.74 to 0.49 at a computational cost between 0.93 to 476 megaflops. There is a 35% improvement in all the features estimation accuracy from the smallest network to the
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#### Table C.1: Network Architecture Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>CNN L1</th>
<th>CNN L2</th>
<th>CNN L3</th>
<th>CNN L4</th>
<th>Dense L1</th>
<th>Dense L2</th>
<th>MFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil Fine</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9x9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal Ref A</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal Ref B</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>4x</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**(a) 'Very Low' Computational Cost Set**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>CNN L1</th>
<th>CNN L2</th>
<th>CNN L3</th>
<th>CNN L4</th>
<th>Dense L1</th>
<th>Dense L2</th>
<th>MFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil Fine</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal Ref A</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal Ref B</td>
<td>2x</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7x7</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**(b) 'Low' Computational Cost Set**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>CNN L1</th>
<th>CNN L2</th>
<th>CNN L3</th>
<th>CNN L4</th>
<th>Dense L1</th>
<th>Dense L2</th>
<th>MFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil Fine</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7x7</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal Ref A</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal Ref B</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**(c) 'Good' Computational Cost Set**

**Table C.1: Network Architecture Sets**
largest. However, the accuracy of larger models is likely much better than indicated by this metric, for the reasons described below.

The feature location labeling, done by a human, will indicate the lowest value we could expect to be produced for the average estimation error metric. For example, imagine a scenario in which a network existed that could perfectly estimate the precise center of every pupil with zero error. If the average pupil labeling uncertainty was 0.5 pixels in the validation set than the average pupil estimation error would be computed as 0.5 pixels (even though in reality it was 0). Therefore as the average pupil estimation error metric for a network approaches the labeling uncertainty the true error can be thought to be approaching zero. The dramatic increase in inference cost between the good and very high networks with only very marginal improvements in feature estimation error indicates networks which are approaching the uncertainty in the feature labeling by our human annotator and therefore the true error has likely fallen dramatically.

Interpreting the numbers in Table C.2 also requires an understanding of the imbalance in the eye region dataset used for training and validation. Due to the method used to collect the eye region image dataset there will not be an equal number of images across all distances and poses. There are many more images with the device held at 25-35 centimeter distance than held at 20 or 40 centimeters (which many find uncomfortably close/far). Therefore, as the trained networks make significant improvements in estimating features for eyes that are very close, or very far away the impact on average estimation error across the whole validations set will be small. However, when a subject is instructed to hold the device at either 20cm or 40cm for end-to-end eye tracking experiments these feature estimation improvements will be essential for producing high quality gaze estimates.

In the next section each of the four sets of networks will be evaluated with respect to their end-to-end eye tracking performance in the hybrid eye-tracker presented in Chapter 6.

### C.3 Eye-Tracking Performance

Each of the four sets of networks were tested in an identical manner to what was described in Section 6.2 using the videos from eight subjects each holding the phone at one of five distances, with a calibration procedure being performed on a separate video taken at a subject distance of 30 centimeters. The average gaze bias and RMS of the gaze errors are presented in Table C.3.

Moving from the very low to the low network sets reduced the average gaze bias only marginally from $1.95^\circ$ to $1.87^\circ$. The very low set performed relatively poorly with a $3.35^\circ$ gaze bias at 40cm, while the low set performed relatively poorly with a $2.46^\circ$ at 20cm. The transition to the good network set demonstrates dramatic improvements in gaze estimation bias across the board with an average of $0.72^\circ$ and no specific distances that show relatively poor performance. This is why networks of that size were selected for use in Chapter 5. The final high set shows virtually no improvement in gaze bias when compared to the good set, but does reduce the variance in the gaze estimates slightly improving from $1.17^\circ$ to $0.87^\circ$ RMS. The level of improvement between the good and high sets of networks is unlikely to be worth a 22 times increase in compute costs in the vast majority of use cases.
### Table C.2: Network Sets: Feature Extraction Performance and Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Average Error (px)</th>
<th>Cost (mflops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil fine</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref a</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref b</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy: 94.2%  

#### (a) ‘Very Low’ Computational Cost Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Average Error (px)</th>
<th>Cost (mflops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil fine</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref a</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref b</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy: 96.4%  

#### (b) ‘Low’ Computational Cost Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Average Error (px)</th>
<th>Cost (mflops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil fine</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref a</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref b</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy: 97.9%  

#### (c) ‘Good’ Computational Cost Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Average Error (px)</th>
<th>Cost (mflops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil fine</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref a</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal ref b</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy: 98.9%  

#### (d) ‘Very High’ Computational Cost Set
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### Table C.3: Supervised Dynamic Depth Eye Tracking Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front End</th>
<th>20cm</th>
<th>25cm</th>
<th>30cm</th>
<th>35cm</th>
<th>40cm</th>
<th>avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-Based</td>
<td>1.90°</td>
<td>1.15°</td>
<td>0.57°</td>
<td>0.90°</td>
<td>0.98°</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘Very Low’</td>
<td>1.67°</td>
<td>1.53°</td>
<td>1.41°</td>
<td>1.79°</td>
<td>3.35°</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.95°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘Low’</td>
<td>2.46°</td>
<td>1.59°</td>
<td>1.55°</td>
<td>1.71°</td>
<td>2.04°</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.87°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘Good’</td>
<td>0.81°</td>
<td>0.70°</td>
<td>0.71°</td>
<td>0.73°</td>
<td>0.65°</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘High’</td>
<td>0.82°</td>
<td>0.94°</td>
<td>0.73°</td>
<td>0.53°</td>
<td>0.52°</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.71°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) **Gaze Bias** (degrees)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front End</th>
<th>20cm</th>
<th>25cm</th>
<th>30cm</th>
<th>35cm</th>
<th>40cm</th>
<th>avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-Based</td>
<td>2.27°</td>
<td>1.65°</td>
<td>1.00°</td>
<td>1.69°</td>
<td>2.67°</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.86°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘Very Low’</td>
<td>2.17°</td>
<td>1.89°</td>
<td>1.72°</td>
<td>2.03°</td>
<td>3.69°</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘Low’</td>
<td>2.95°</td>
<td>1.98°</td>
<td>1.75°</td>
<td>1.89°</td>
<td>2.55°</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.23°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘Good’</td>
<td>1.48°</td>
<td>1.36°</td>
<td>0.88°</td>
<td>1.07°</td>
<td>1.05°</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.17°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML ‘High’</td>
<td>0.95°</td>
<td>1.06°</td>
<td>0.95°</td>
<td>0.69°</td>
<td>0.68°</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.87°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) **RMS** (degrees)

Table C.3: Supervised Dynamic Depth Eye Tracking Performance
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